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5 Introduction

With assets under management worth over USD 10 trillion12 and about 7.8% of all 
listed equities worldwide13 under their control, SWFs are among the world’s most 
powerful economic actors. The 20 largest SWFs own 89% of these assets.14 Despite 
their significance, the topic of SWFs and dispute resolution has not until now 
received the comprehensive consideration and analysis that its importance merits. 

This joint Report of the BIICL and Withers fills this gap by examining the structure 
and dispute resolution matters related to SWFs, as well as related questions of 
sovereign immunity, enforcement, sanctions and future trends. 

The Report focuses on the transnational dimension of SWFs. It reviews different 
approaches to defining SWFs, their origins and cross-border operations. The Report 
explores transnational dispute resolution involving SWFs before both national courts 
and international courts and tribunals and discusses strategic legal issues such as 
the fora in which disputes involving SWFs are settled, the subject matter of disputes 
involving SWFs and a host of related jurisdictional and merits issues. 

The Report further considers regulatory and other issues related to the position 
of SWFs in a changing world with sections dealing with questions related to the 
screening of SWF investments, sanctions affecting the operations of SWFs and the 
impact of business and human rights on SWF’s operations. The Report further brings 
together institutional definitions of SWFs, lists the largest SWFs and examines their 
corporate structures. Finally, it provides detailed summaries of cases involving SWFs 
from key jurisdictions. 

The authors would like to thank the following lawyers from Withers for their 
invaluable assistance in preparing the Report: Dr Aniruddha Rajput, Ms Jovana 
Crnevic, Ms Clàudia Baró Huelmo, Ms Christina Liew, Mr Giacomo Gasparotti, 
Ms Martha Male and Ms Yousra Salem. The authors would also like to thank 
everyone who kindly reviewed drafts of the Report and provided feedback including 
in particular: Mr Diego Lopez, Dr Claudia Annacker and Dr Dini Sejko. A special 
thanks goes to Mr Diego Lopez and Global SWF also for supplying up-to-date and 
unpublished data and graphs on SWFs and their investment activities that are 
incorporated into this Report.

Introduction

This joint Report of the 
BIICL and the London office 
of Withers fills this gap by 
examining the structure, 
dispute resolution patterns 
of SWFs as well as related 
questions of sovereign 
immunity, enforcement  
and future trends.
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As the presence of SWFs in the 
global economy grows so does their 
involvement in international disputes. 
SWFs involved in commercial activities 
present a particular set of challenges 
for regulators, adjudicators and legal 
practitioners. Although corporate 
structuring of SWFs differs, international 
courts and tribunals often tend to apply 
similar sets of public international law 
principles to determine the issues of 
their standing in investor-State disputes 
or attribution of their activities to their 
home States, as well as the possibility 
of claims being raised on their behalf by 
their home State.

Domestic law plays a key role when 
it comes to questions of admission of 
SWFs as foreign investors, issues of 
foreign sovereign immunity, sanctions 
or issues of responsible investment 
or of business and human rights. 
However, increasingly States coordinate 
their approaches to the regulation of 
SWFs. As at today, the 2008 Santiago 
Principles remains the main instrument 
of self-regulation of SWFs. As stated 
in the ‘Object and Purpose’ section of 
the Santiago Principles, the Santiago 
Principles’ aim is: 

…to identify a framework of generally 
accepted principles and practices 

that properly reflect appropriate 
governance and accountability 
arrangements as well as the conduct 
of investment practices by SWFs on a 
prudent and sound basis.15

The increased significance and 
cross border activities of SWFs have 
contributed to the adoption of new 
forms of regulation including national 
legislation on investment screening and 
sanctions at the UN, EU and domestic 
level – such as the Foreign Investment 
and National Security Act of 2007 
in the US – as well as instruments 
promoting responsible investment, 
human rights and the environment. In 
many areas, the regulation of SWFs 
is still underdeveloped, a prominent 
example being IIAs. Most IIAs lack 
clear provisions on the protection of 
SWFs. Only a relatively small number 
of new generation IIAs contain express 
provisions on SWFs, which differ from 
one treaty to another.

As their importance and value have 
grown, so have the number of 
questions surrounding SWFs in relation 
to their investment strategy, their 
independence, and their relationship 
with methods of dispute resolution. 
The lack of formal regulation presents 
one of the foremost challenges. 

Executive summary

Executive summary

… to identify a framework 
of generally accepted 
principles and practices 
that properly reflect 
appropriate governance and 
accountability arrangements 
as well as the conduct of 
investment practices by 
SWFs on a prudent and 
sound basis.  
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There is a recent surge in scrutiny which has resulted in a 
body of scholarship starting from 2009 onwards. However, 
jurisprudence in this field is still at an early stage and many 
cases remain confidential.

The limited publicly available case law of domestic courts 
and commercial arbitral tribunals shows that SWFs recur to 
commercial dispute resolution as any other economic actors. 
However, some disputes relate to the inherent characteristics 
of SWFs such as their real or perceived ambivalent private and 
public nature. That includes the issue of corporate structuring, 
the relationship between SWFs and their home States and 
sovereign immunity. Similar questions may arise in the context 
of the WTO and other forms of public international law dispute 
resolution, thereby creating a need to have a specialised 
understanding of the nature and functioning of SWFs.

SWFs may be involved in various capacities in dispute 
resolution. They may initiate proceedings by themselves 
or request their home State to initiate proceedings on their 
behalf. Their actions or inactions may also be a basis for an 
action against them or against the State to which they belong 
or have a direct or indirect nexus.

Only a few reported cases involve SWFs as claimants 
against host States. Possibly, SWFs may prefer to rely on 
diplomacy, further emphasising the dual nature of SWFs and 
the complexity they bring to the analysis of existing dispute 
resolution practices. 

In the available investor-State cases key issues which 
the tribunals tackle include corporate structuring and the 
relationship between SWFs and their home States. The 
question often arises as to whether a SWF as a state-owned 
entity can commence arbitration proceedings against a 
host State. According to the prevailing view, the investment 
guarantee provisions of IIAs usually cover SWFs unless they 
contain explicit carve-outs for SWFs or State-owned entities. 
Investor-State tribunals may focus on whether the activities 
of SWFs have a commercial or governmental nature. The 
protections for SWFs in the FDI admission process (such as 
investment screening) are relatively limited and depend on 
the language of each specific treaty. 

SWFs might play (and have played) a role in investor-State 
arbitration also on the opposite side, namely as organs or 
instrumentalities of the host State. In that case, the investor 
would have to show that the conduct of the SWF in question 
is ‘attributable’ to the host State according to the rules of 
international responsibility under international law.

A SWF-related litigation may also arise under one of the WTO 
Agreements. These proceedings may involve proceedings 
initiated by a State to protect the interests of its SWF, 

regarding a measure that may affect their interests, such as 
under the TRIMs or TRIPs. Additionally, measures taken by a 
State to prefer its own SWF may form a basis of proceedings 
by another State. There may be other situations of market 
access or non-tariff barriers or a challenged based under other 
WTO agreements. These situations can exist generally for any 
entity, but they are particularly important due to a present or 
perceived connection between the State and SWFs. 

Whether an SWF can rely on sovereign immunity to resist 
jurisdiction of courts or tribunals or enforcement attempts 
depends on the law under which proceedings are brought. 
It also depends on the extent of the SWFs autonomy from 
the State in its corporate governance structure and the law 
of the jurisdiction where such proceedings are commenced. 
If a SWF benefits from State immunity, this may create a 
jurisdictional obstacle to bringing claims against the SWF or 
an obstacle in enforcing a court judgment or arbitral award 
against it. 

The determination of SWF activities as commercial often 
plays a decisive role in any given case and would usually turn 
on the ‘commercial activity’ exception contained in particular 
domestic laws. A uniform practice regarding the application 
of these doctrines to SWFs has not crystallised yet and 
differs from one jurisdiction to another. On the other hand, the 
subject of State immunity is not a pure question of domestic 
law: it also falls under the purview of customary international 
law. There appears to be some support for the proposition 
that a ‘commercial exception’ to State immunity is recognised 
on the international plane (although the precise contours 
thereof may not be uncontroversial).16 

States hosting SWF investments can view the economic 
power and influence of SWFs with suspicion, as evidenced 
by legislation on foreign investment screening and national 
security laws. New types of disputes involving SWFs and 
investment screening decisions might arise in the future, and 
this might prompt SWFs to resort to the available domestic 
and international dispute settlement tools, including domestic 
litigation, commercial arbitration or investor-State arbitration.

Executive summary8
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This Report resulted from over 17 months of legal and factual research that BIICL 
and Withers have carried out together. 

This Report adopts a comparative, analytical and doctrinal approach. It discusses 
and compares a broad array of primary sources including statues, international 
treaties and ‘soft law’ instruments, as well as publicly available decisions, judgments 
and awards from national courts of key jurisdictions, commercial and investment 
arbitral tribunals and other international adjudicatory bodies. 

This Report also examines studies and papers published by international institutions 
and scholars devoted to SWFs.

The views expressed in this Report do not necessarily correspond to the views of 
the authors, their affiliated institutions or clients. 

Methodology

This Report resulted from 
over seventeen months of 
legal and factual research 
that BIICL and Withers 
have carried out together. 

Methodology
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Introduction to 
sovereign wealth funds

Introduction to sovereign wealth funds

The SWFs’ growing role in foreign direct investment is a 
relatively recent phenomenon.17 Their concentrated economic 
power may have important implications for host States and 
their investment choices can have an important social effect 
on different industries and geographies. Researchers and 
international organisations discuss the role SWFs that may 
play in the transition towards a ‘greener’ economy and a more 
sustainable development.18 Moreover, in recent times SWFs 
have played a role in helping Governments to offset the 
financial impact of the Covid-19 crisis.19 SWFs may also need 
protection of their investments abroad due to the cross-border 
nature of such investments.

Before moving to discussing the core issues of the Report,  
it is key to consider the notion and essential characteristics  
of SWFs, how and why SWFs came into being and how  
they are organised. 

WHAT ARE SWFs?

Various institutions have articulated their own definitions of 
SWFs in the absence of a universally accepted definition 
(see Annex 1).20 The IFSWF has observed that ‘the definition 
of a SWF has never been fully agreed by all experts of all 
institutions involved with them or following them’.21 This 
difficulty is understandable due to the diverse nature, 
constitution and functioning of SWFs. One of the challenges 
in defining SWFs is that ‘there is no such thing as a ‘typical’ 
sovereign wealth fund, as they differ in structure, governance, 

policy objectives, risk-return profiles, investment horizons, 
eligible asset classes, and instruments, not to mention levels 
of transparency and accessibility’.22 

The Santiago Principles define SWFs as follows:

… special purpose investment funds or arrangements, 
owned by the general government. Created by the 
general government for macroeconomic purposes, SWFs 
hold, manage, or administer assets to achieve financial 
objectives, and employ a set of investment strategies which 
include investing in foreign financial assets. The SWFs 
are commonly established out of balance of payments 
surpluses, official foreign currency operations, the proceeds 
of privatizations, fiscal surpluses, and/or receipts resulting 
from commodity exports.23

A 2008 working paper published by the OECD sets out a 
similarly broad definition of SWFs as:

… pools of assets owned and managed directly or indirectly 
by governments to achieve national objectives. They 
may be funded by: (i) foreign exchange reserves; (ii) the 
sale of scarce resources such as oil; or (iii) from general 
tax and other revenue. There are a number of potential 
objectives of SWFs, which are not always easy to attribute 
to a particular fund; and some funds may have more than 
one of the distinguishable objectives. Some of these are: 
(i) to diversify assets; (ii) to get a better return on reserves; 
(iii) to provide for pensions in the future; (iv) to provide for 
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future generations when natural resources run out; (v) price 
stabilisation schemes; (vi) to promote industrialisation; and 
(vii) to promote strategic and political objectives.24

In the same year, 2008, the EU defined SWFs as:

… state-owned investment vehicles, which manage a 
diversified portfolio of domestic and international financial 
assets... The distinguishing feature of SWFs from other 
investment vehicles is that they are state-funded. In 
general, SWFs are funded from accumulated foreign-
exchange reserves in their sponsor countries, but are 
managed separately from the official reserves. Typically, 
SWFs have a diversified investment strategy, with a 
higher level of risk accepted in search of higher returns. 
SWF portfolios include a wider range of financial assets, 
including fixed-income securities but also equities, real 
estate and alternative investments.25

Despite having some commonalities with the first two 
definitions, the EU definition has a material difference. It 
defines SWFs as entities, namely ‘vehicles, which manage … 
assets’. The Santiago Principles and the definition contained 
in the OECD working paper refer to SWFs as ‘funds’ or ‘pools 
of assets’. This definitional divergence reveals one of the 
tensions inherent to the concept of SWF, ie, whether SWFs 
are themselves entities or simply pools of assets. 

Global SWF defines SWFs as ‘investment vehicles owned by 
a national or regional government that buys, holds, and sells 
securities and/or assets on behalf of its citizenry in pursuit of 
financial and/or economic returns’.26 

Various definitions of SWFs include the following 
characteristics:

• a degree of State ownership and/or control

• is typically in the form of an investment fund

• is managed separately from the official reserves  
of a State

• is funded via sales of a commodity or commodities, foreign 
exchange reserves, privatisations and/or  
other public funding

• has a long-term investment outlook

• can invest domestically and/or internationally

• has a commercial objective, which is to produce  
returns on investments

No consensus has emerged as to the characteristics of  
a SWF. Another approach is to specify which entities fall  
outside the scope of the present Report.

WHAT TYPES OF FUNDS FALL OUTSIDE  
THE SCOPE OF SWFs?

Entities that possess the following features are excluded from 
the scope of the Report, namely if:

• it does not operate with a view to profit

• it is a traditional pension fund funded by employer 
contributions;27 and / or

• it is held by monetary authorities of a State for the purpose 
of monetary policy (unless it refers to the investable 
portfolios of certain Central Banks).

In terms of definition, some of the entities may not fall within 
the definition of a SWF. The Santiago Principles include in 
their definition of SWFs an indication of what will be excluded:

foreign currency reserve assets held by monetary authorities 
for the traditional balance of payments or monetary policy 
purposes, operations of state-owned enterprises in the 
traditional sense, government-employee pension funds,or 
assets managed for the benefit of individuals.28

It is further possible to distinguish, at least in principle, SWFs 
from SOEs, although such a distinction is not set in stone.29 
Various differences have been identified in this respect, 
including the fact that SWFs are totally owned by the State, 
whereas SOEs may be just partially State-owned.30 Further, 
SOEs are separate entities from the State with their own 
personality, whereas this is not necessarily true of SWFs.31 

It appears easier to exclude entities that are not SWFs than 
to delineate a single definition that captures all forms of SWF 
structure, form and activity. However, for the purposes of  
this Report, the broad set of characteristics identified earlier 
will inform the decision to include certain SWFs as opposed 
to others. 

THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF SWFs

The origins of SWFs go back to at least the 1940s and the 
number of SWFs has increased particularly in the 2000s and 
2010s as the following graph shows on the next page. 

Traditionally, SWFs emerged with the need of several 
States to manage surplus revenues from abundant natural 
resources.32 Even today, most countries with SWFs possess 
significant natural resources. However, most recently 
countries such as China or Singapore have established 
SWFs not based primarily on natural resources revenues. 
These emerging SWFs aim to diversify foreign exchange 
reserves and other governmental funds. According to Global 

Introduction to sovereign wealth funds
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SWF, as at today, 51% of sovereign 
funds are capitalised from natural-
resource revenues, mainly from oil and 
gas, with the remaining 49% being 
funded from non-commodity sources 
such as foreign exchange reserves and 
fiscal savings rules.33

The graph also shows that the last 30 
years have seen a significant growth 
in the number of new SWFs. It shows, 
in particular, that, since 2000, over 100 
new SWFs have emerged. SWFs have 
grown also in terms of assets under 
management: the below graph, based on 
data collected and analysed by Global 
SWF, shows that the assets of SWFs 
grew by 212% between 2008 and 2021. 

A list of the 20 largest SWFs as at 22 
August 2021 is set out in Annex 2. 
The chart below shows the largest 10 
SWFs per estimated number of assets 
(expressed in billions of USD) as at  
16 August 2021:34

The importance of SWFs in the global 
economy has grown in the years following 
the financial crisis of 2008, and ‘with 
many governments assuming … the role 
of guardians of substantial amounts of 
their countries’ financial assets, effective 
wealth management has become an 
important public sector responsibility’.35 
The value of SWFs amplifies their impact 
on the world economy. As an example, 
to date, Norway’s NGIM / GPFG alone 
is valued at USD 1.365 trillion.36 Other 
sources report that NGIM / GPFG alone 
holds almost 1.5% of the world’s stocks 
and shares.37 

SWFs invest directly in target 
companies or through investment 
schemes, such as investing in 
companies alongside the General 
Partners of private equity funds, which 
operate portfolio companies in strategic 
investment sectors worldwide.38 SWFs 
may also acquire shares of entities 
owning the investment, therefore 
investing indirectly into the target 
company / investment. 
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SWF ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT BETWEEN  
DECEMBER 2008 AND DECEMBER 2020 (IN BILLIONS OF USD)

20 LARGEST SWFs BY ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT 

Data taken from Global SWF 2021 Annual Report, 9

Data taken from Global SWF 2021 Annual Report, 15 (figure 16)

Data taken from Global SWF, ‘Top 100’ https://globalswf.com/top-100 accessed 22 August 2021
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North America
20 Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation (APFC, USA) 

Europe
01 Norges Bank Investment Management / Government 

Pension Fund Global (NBIM / GPFG, Norway) 

Middle East
05 Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA, Kuwait) 
06 Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA, UAE) 
09 Public Investment Fund (PIF, Saudi Arabia) 
10 Qatar Investment Authority (QIF, Qatar) 
11 Investment Corporation of Dubai (ICD, UAE) 
13 Mubadala Investment Company PJSC  

(Mubadala, UAE) 
17 Abu Dhabi Developmental Holding Company  

(ADQ, UAE) 

Europe/Asia 
14  National Wealth Fund (NWF, Russian Federation) 

Asia
02 China Investment Corporation (CIC, China)
03 State Administration of Foreign Exchange 

Investment Company (SAFE IC, China) 
04 GIC Private Limited (GIC, Singapore) 
07 Hong Kong Monetary Authority Exchange Fund 

(HKMA EF, Hong Kong)
08 National Council for Social Security Funds  

(NCSSF, China) 
12 Temasek Holdings (Temasek, Singapore) 
15 Korea Investment Corporation (KIC, Korea) 

Australia and Pacific
16 Future Fund Management Agency  

(Future Fund, Australia) 
18 Queensland Investment Corporation (QIC, Australia) 
19 New South Wales Treasury Corporation  

(TCorp, Australia) 

North America
20 APFC, USA

Europe
01 NBIM / GPFG, Norway

Europe/Asia
14  NWF, Russian Federation

Asia
02 CIC, China
03 SAFE IC, China
04 GIC, Singapore
07 HKMA EF, Hong Kong
08 NCSSF, China 
12 Temasek, Singapore 
15 KIC, Korea

Australia
16 Future Fund, Australia
18 QIC, Australia
19 TCorp, Australia

Middle East
05 KIA, Kuwait
06 ADIA, UAE
09 PIF, Saudi Arabia
10 QIF, Qatar
11 ICD, UAE
13 Mubadala, UAE
17 ADQ, UAE

MAP OF LARGEST 20 SWFs AS AT 22 AUGUST 2021

Data taken from Global SWF, ‘Top 100’ https://globalswf.com/top-100 accessed 22 August 2021

SWFs are located worldwide. The 20 largest SWFs are spread across the Middle East, Asia, Europe, 
North America and Australia as shown in the following map: 

See Annex 2 for full information
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As illustrated in the next chart, although SWFs’ investment geography is varied, it is notable that 
between 2015 and 2021 SWFs have invested predominantly in emerging markets.39 In 2020, SWFs 
investments in emerging markets amounted to 66% of SWFs’ investment by region.40 By 2021, the 
trend decreased, but emerging markets still represent almost 49% of SWFs target regions to invest 
in.41 The rest of SWFs’ investments is divided among North America, Europe and developed Asia,  
with a significant growth in North America (24%) in the first eight months of 2021.42 

Introduction to sovereign wealth funds

Europe
16 SWFs (USD1,388bn)

North America
27 SWFs (USD263bn)

Asia
32 SWFs (USD3,550bn)

Oceania
14 SWFs (USD374bn)

MENA
29 SWFs (USD3,418bn) 

SS Africa
20 SWFs (USD16bn)

Latin America
7 SWFs (USD63bn)

MAP OF SWFs BY REGION

Data taken from Global SWF 2021 Annual Report, 9–10
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Traditionally SWFs have sought 
relatively ‘safe’ investments in the real 
estate and infrastructure industries.43 
Another sector in which SWFs have 
invested is transportation, as shown  
in the graph.44 These trends seem to 
have changed over the last six years 
with SWFs investing more in oil and  
gas but also renewables, the latter 
possibly being part of some SWFs’ 
strategy to take action on climate 
change through their portfolio assets.45 
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Between 2020 and mid-2021 SWFs 
have turned their investment strategy 
away from traditional ‘safe’ industries 
such as real estate and infrastructure.46 
SWFs have increasingly invested in 
other sectors, including regulated 
sectors such as the TMT and healthcare 
industries.47 A fifth of the investments 
carried out in 2020 were in TMT.48 
Healthcare is also a significant sector 
in which SFWs invest, probably due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic and the 
increased interest in businesses 
pursuing vaccines and biotech.49 

Finally, the last graph presented below shows that, in 2020, the number of deals concluded by 
SWFs has reduced, possibly as a result of the immediate effect of the Covid-19 outbreak.50 

Data and graph supplied by Global SWF for this Report
Data taken from the Global SWF 2021 Annual Report, 10 (figure 9)

SWFs INVESTMENTS IN REAL ASSETS

Data and graph supplied by Global SWF for this Report
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WHAT ARE THE STRUCTURES OF SWFs?

SWFs have different governance models, but have 
common patterns in their structure (when considered 
broadly). The table at Annex 3 compares the corporate 
structures of the largest 10 SWFs for which information 
is publicly available, and helps to identify three broad 
organisational models as follows:

Such organisational models can imply a degree of 
Government control over the management and activities 
of the SWF. However, this does not necessarily preclude a 
SWF from making investment choices based on commercial 
rather than political grounds. For example, the ADIA, which 
follows the ‘public entity model’, purports to conduct its 
investment activities ‘without reference to the Government of 
Abu Dhabi’,54 and the Articles of Association of the CIC state 
that: ‘[t]he Company shall separate its commercial activities 
from governmental functions, make its business decisions 
independently and operate based on commercial grounds’.55 

A SWF’s organisational model influences whether the SWF 
has separate legal personality from its home State as well  
as the legal framework governing the SWF’s activities.  
This has implications on several aspects of dispute  
resolution, such as attribution, jurisdiction ratione personae 
in investor-State arbitration, and sovereign immunity. For 
example, a SWF’s legal and investment structure can have 
an impact on standing and jurisdiction in the context of 
investor-State arbitration.

1. The ‘fund model’: certain SWFs are structured as funds 
rather than private or public entities. An example of this 
kind is the HKMA EF (managed by Hong Kong’s Monetary 
Authority).51 Norway’s GPFG might be seen as another 
example. However, if one considers as the relevant SWF 
NBIM, rather than GPFG itself, this example would fit in 
the ‘public entity model’.

2. The ‘public entity model’: certain SWFs are structured as 
public bodies or entities and are managed by a governing 
body that often comprises members of the Government. 
Examples of this kind include the KIA, the ADIA, the QIA, 
the PIF of Saudi Arabia and China’s NCSSF.52 

3. The ‘State-owned entity model’: certain SWFs are 
structured as SOEs, with the Government holding shares 
in the SWFs and exerting a certain degree of control and/
or supervision over their activities. Examples include the 
CIC, GIC and the ICD.53 

Fund model
Examples:
•  Hong Kong Monetary Authority 

Investment Portfolio (HKMA IP)

Public entity  
model

State-owned 
entity model

Examples:
•  Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA)
•  Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA)
•  Public Investment Fund of  

Saudi Arabia (PIF)
•  National Council for Social  

Security Fund (NCSSF)
• Qatar Investment Authority

Examples:
• China Investmet Corporation (CIC)
• GIC Private Limited (GIC)
• Investment Corporation of  

Dubai (ICD)

A SWF’s organisational model influences whether the SWF has separate legal personality 
from its home State as well as the legal framework governing the SWF’s activities. This 
has implications on several aspects of dispute resolution, such as attribution, jurisdiction 
ratione personae in investor-State arbitration, and sovereign immunity. 

Introduction to sovereign wealth funds
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SWFs are powerful economic actors in 
the world economy engaging in major 
cross-border acquisitions and corporate 
transactions in economic sectors such 
as real estate, infrastructure, TMT 
and healthcare. Disputes involving 
SWFs may include proceedings before 
national courts, commercial arbitrations, 
investment treaty arbitrations, and, to 
some extent, State-to-State disputes 
before international courts and tribunals.

Annex 4 presents a cross-section 
of arbitral and court cases involving 
SWFs. We summarise below some of 
the salient features of these cases to 
demonstrate some of the issues faced 
by SWFs, including approaches that 
SWFs can take to dispute resolution. 
Important issues include standing, the 
extent to which a SWF can sue and be 
sued in its own right as well as regarding 
jurisdiction related to SWFs and claims 
against SWFs. 

SWFs AS PARTIES TO LITIGATION 
BEFORE NATIONAL COURTS

The significant expansion of SWFs over 
the last 15 years has led to a rise in 
SWFs as parties to disputes in domestic 
courts, particularly in contractual 
disputes. Domestic courts of various 
jurisdictions have considered this 
type of dispute, including the courts of 
England and Wales, the United States, 
South Africa, Italy, Germany, and China. 

Annex 4 sets out some of the cases 
heard by national and international 
courts and tribunals and below we 
analyse the variety of issues involved. 

The case law in England and Wales 
shows that SWFs have been involved 
in a diverse range of commercial 
disputes. These range from joint 
venture disputes, to actions for fraud / 
breach of fiduciary duties, insolvency-
related proceedings and applications 

How do SWFs  
resolve disputes?

How do SWFs resolve disputes?

Appeals against court judgments are not counted as separate cases, whereas award setting aside 
proceedings, enforcement proceedings and other arbitration-related court proceedings are counted as 
separate cases from the underlying arbitral proceedings.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF DOMESTIC AND 
INTERNATIONAL CASE LAW ON SWFs REVIEWED

* including cases brought by or against entities controlled by a SWF; cases involving 
individuals that managed (r claimed they were entitled to manage assets of a SWF) a  
SWF; cases involving measures taken by SWFs and challenged in investor-State arbitration; 
cases in which SWFs were otherwise involved in the factual matrix of the dispute.

Cases filed  
by SWFs

Cases filed  
against SWFs

Enforcement proceedings 
brought against SWFs’ assets

Cases that otherwise  
involved SWFs*

30

16

5

12
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for injunctive relief, as well as matters pertaining to 
enforcement against States. Recent disputes over competing 
appointments of directors of the LIA are notable. In at least 
two cases, SWFs have been involved not as claimants or 
respondents: the cases were brought against and by subjects 
in charge of managing such SWFs.56 

US courts have a significant number of reported cases 
involving SWFs, most often commenced in US federal rather 
than State courts. SWFs are involved as both the claimant 
and respondent. Cases with SWFs as claimant involve federal 
statutory claims for securities violations (and related common 
law claims) arising out of alleged wrongful conduct (including 
by various financial institutions) in which the SWF may have 
invested. Conversely, various investors and institutions have 
sued SWFs in relation to investment or ownership of certain 
subsidiary or affiliated entities.

In South Africa, the Pembani Group Proprietary v Shanduka 
Group Proprietary Limited case concerned the approval by 
the Competition Tribunal of a merger, which entailed the 
acquisition of a stake in a subsidiary of China’s SWF China 
Investment Corporation.57 

Italy has attracted significant SWFs’ investments in the past.58 
SWFs that have invested in Italy include Mubadala Investment 
Company PJSC, the Qatar Investment Authority and GIC 
Private Limited. The Italian Supreme Court heard a reported 
case involving a SWF, which arose out of criminal measures 
adopted by the Italian authorities in relation to LAFICO.59 

In Germany, NBIM (the entity that manages Norway’s 
GFPG) stated it had filed a case against the Volkswagen 
Group before Gemany’s Braunschweig District Court in June 
2016.60 Reportedly, the complaint is part of a joint legal action 
commenced by Volkswagen’s institutional investors that 
sustained financial loss because of the Volkswagen Group’s 
emissions scandal.61 According to news reports, NBIM sought 
damages in the amount of EUR 680m.62 It is not known how 
the case unfolded.

In China, SWFs have been involved in various commercial 
disputes in the Chinese courts.63 These include mainly 
claims by Chinese SWFs relating to contract disputes and 
applications for execution of CIETAC arbitration awards 
or Chinese court judgments issued in the SWF’s favour.64 
Other disputes include employment disputes, claims for 
misappropriation of monies from the SWF’s bank account with 
a Chinese bank, as well as applications by a Singaporean 
SWF for review of the Chinese Trademark Review and 
Adjudication Board’s decision on registration of trademarks.65 

Further cases reviewed relating to SWFs (discussed in  
Annex 4) were filed in Switzerland and Belgium.

SWFs AS PARTIES TO INTERNATIONAL 
COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION

Relatively few publicly available commercial arbitration cases 
involving SWFs have surfaced for public scrutiny (discussed in 
Annex 4). This is perhaps unsurprising given that commercial 
arbitrations are typically confidential. Accessible cases 
show that SWFs have been involved as both claimants 
and respondents in disputes involving various commercial 
transactions. In at least one case, Al Kharafi v Libya, a SWF 
(the LIA) successfully challenged the arbitral Tribunal’s 
jurisdiction.66 This case, arising out of a public contract 
arbitration agreement, focussed on the SWF’s relationship 
with the State and the Government to determine the scope of 
the arbitration agreement and whether the SWF was a proper 
‘respondent’ in the arbitration.

Although there is a scarcity of publicly available information 
on international arbitrations involving SWFs, it is likely that 
in the future SWFs will in many cases prefer resorting to 
international commercial arbitration to resolve disputes as 
opposed to litigation before domestic courts. 

The same considerations that lead multinational companies 
to use international arbitration to solve complex cross-border 
disputes also apply to SWFs. Confidentiality of proceedings 
is generally considered a feature of international arbitration. 
This may be a key factor for a SWF to introduce an arbitration 
clause in a contract or enter into a submission agreement 
to submit a dispute that has already arisen to arbitration, 
particularly if the dispute triggers potential reputational 
damage for a SWF. 

SWFs may also use international arbitration because they 
trust the specific competences (as well as the independence 
and impartiality) of the adjudicators which the arbitration 
mechanism will generally allow them to choose. This may 
be another important factor for SWFs investing in emerging 
markets – a growing trend in the last years as noted above67  
– or jurisdictions where there are concerns. 

How do SWFs resolve disputes?

Although there is a scarcity of publicly available 
information on international arbitrations involving 
SWFs, it is likely that in the future SWFs will 
in many cases prefer resorting to international 
commercial arbitration to resolve disputes as 
opposed to litigation before domestic courts. 
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SWFs AS PARTIES TO INVESTMENT  
TREATY ARBITRATION

SWFs are important actors in cross-border transactions in 
sectors that may be subject to the regulation of the State 
hosting the SWF’s investment. This is particularly the case 
of investments in regulated sectors such as the TMT and 
healthcare industries that SWFs have increasingly targeted 
– as seen above68 – through investments made directly in 
subsidiaries, private equity funds or indirectly through the 
acquisition of shares of entities owning the target company 
in the host State. As in the case of private companies or 
individuals, SWFs may resort to investor-State arbitration to 
bring claims against host States where the host State takes 
measures damaging or destroying a SWF’s investment.

The first known investment treaty arbitration under an IIA, 
AAPL v Sri Lanka was registered in 1987.69 The first publicly 
available investor-State arbitration involving a SWF was 
registered only in 2010.70 In 2015, the State General Reserve 
Fund of the Sultanate of Oman (‘SGRF’), a former SWF of 
the Sultanate of Oman (which no longer exists following 
the transfer of its assets in 2020 to the Oman Investment 
Authority),71 commenced ICSID arbitration proceedings 
against Bulgaria.72 The claim is reported to relate to the 
SGRF’s shareholding in the Bulgarian bank, Corporate 
Commercial Bank. The Claimant subsequently withdrew its 
claim.73 Reportedly, the Ras Al-Khaimah Investment Authority 
initiated a case against India under the UNCITRAL Arbitration 
Rules pursuant to the UAE-India BIT for an alleged termination 
of a supply agreement.74 The hearing is yet to take place75 and 
thus, the approach of the UNCITRAL tribunal is yet to be seen.

The LIA has reportedly brought several claims against a 
number of African States. The LIA secured a USD 380 million 
Award in a London-based arbitration against Zambia for 
nationalising Zamtel, a Zambian telecom company in 2011.76 
It was also reported that the LIA brought similar claims against 
other African countries, including Rwanda and Chad.77 The 
LIA alleges in these proceedings that these States took 
advantage of ‘Libya’s political turmoil to nationalise assets 
belonging to the country’s USD 66 billion sovereign funds’ 
following the eight-month-long conflict that ended Muammar 
Gaddafi’s forty-year rule.78 However, it remains unclear from 
the limited information available on these cases whether 
these proceedings were investment treaty based or purely 
commercial disputes referred to arbitration by virtue of 
contracts concluded by the LIA with the relevant host States.

The few reported cases involving SWFs as claimants against 
host States evidence the relatively limited use of investor-
State arbitration by SWFs as at 2021. This may indicate 
that SWFs prefer in some cases to rely on diplomacy – 

emphasising the private / public nature of SWFs. That said, 
the participation of SWFs to investor-State arbitration will 
likely increase in the future because of their growing global 
investments, broader awareness of investor-State arbitration 
and potential disputes.

A SWF’s decision to commence investor-State arbitration 
proceedings against a host State under an IIA raises the 
question on the requirements that a SWF has to satisfy to  
act as a claimant to protect its investment. This would include 
whether a SWF (i) is a protected investor; and (ii) has a 
protected investment. 

FROM THE ORIGINS OF INVESTMENT 
TREATY ARBITRATION TO TREATY CASES 
INVOLVING SWFs

ICSID registers the first known 
investment treaty arbitration under 
an IIA (Asian Agricultural Products 
Ltd v Republic of Sri Lanka, ICSID 
Case No ARB/87/3)

The first known investment treaty 
arbitration involving a SWF (on the 
respondent’s side) is filed (Anatolie 
Stati, Gabriel Stati, Ascom Group SA 
and Terra Raf Trans Traiding Ltd v 
Kazakhstan, SCC Case No V 116/2010)

State General Reserve Fund of the 
Sultanate of Oman v Republic of 
Bulgaria, ICSID Case No ARB/15/43

Ras Al-Khaimah Investment 
Authority v Republic of India, 
UNCITRAL Case

2010

2015

2017

1987
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SWFs as investors

To qualify as a protected investor, a SWF will have to satisfy 
the test set forth in the relevant IIA and potentially, in the 
context of ICSID arbitrations, the ICSID Convention. An 
increasing number of IIAs includes provisions addressing 
SWFs in the definitions related to a tribunal’s jurisdiction. 

With regard to IIAs not expressly covering SWFs within  
the list of protected investor, a SWF’s legal structure may 
be relevant for the purpose of an investor-State tribunal’s 
jurisdiction ratione personae. 

In the context of arbitrations under the ICSID Convention, 
using SOEs as an analogy, the Broches test (discussed 
below) aims at identifying the commercial nature of the 
investor in order to have a protected investor. The commercial 
purpose of a SWF’s investment will be an important factor 
to satisfy this requirement. In principle, this would not be an 
obstacle. Although a SWF may be based on a ‘public model’ 
or a ‘SOE model’, it may still act as a private investor without 
reference to the home State’s policy as in the case of ADIA 
and CIC.79 This, however, would not necessarily overcome 
potential issues stemming from a SWF’s structure if it does 
not fall within the definition of protected investor in the 
applicable IIA. The jurisdictional risk may be that the SWF 
falls within the Broches test, but it may not be a protected 
investor under the terms of the applicable IIA, which is the 
lex specialis applicable to the dispute. Furthermore, issues of 
jurisdiction and locus standi may arise if the SWF that made 
the relevant investment is organised in accordance with what 
we have called the ‘fund model’.

As SWFs are important economic players that continue to 
increase in number, size and investments internationally, 
the next generation of IIAs may well increasingly include 
provisions covering SWFs expressly, such as in the definition 
of protected investors. This, however, should not restrict 
SWFs from considering the impact of their corporate and 
investment structure if they want to obtain the protection of 
investor-State arbitration under existing IIAs.

Qualifying as an investor: IIAs

A SWF needs to meet the definition of protected investor 
under the IIA applicable to the dispute. However, every IIA 
has a different list of definitions. 

The 2004 US-Singapore FTA is a treaty that expressly 
excludes SWFs from the class of protected entities.80 This 
treaty includes in its investment provisions, under the general 
definition of ‘investor of a Party’,81 governmentally owned or 
controlled enterprises for purposes of protection and claims 
against the US as host State.82 Conversely, this FTA expressly 
excludes from its definition of ‘covered entity’ ‘government 
enterprises organized and operating solely for the purpose 
of: (i) investing the reserves of the Government of Singapore 
in foreign markets; or (ii) holding investments referred to in 
clause (i)’ and more specifically ‘Temasek Holdings (Pte) Ltd’ 
(Singapore’s second largest SWF).83

In contrast, a few recent IIAs expressly include SWFs in the 
definition of protected ‘investor’. An example of this is the 
2016 Iran-Slovakia BIT, whose Article 1(3) reads as follows:

The term ‘investor’ means the following natural persons 
or entities that have made across border investment in the 
territory of the Host State and that, on the date on which the 
alleged breach of this agreement occurred as well as on the 
date on which the claim was submitted to arbitration are:

enterprises (other than branches and representative 
offices), sovereign wealth funds and non-profit 
organizations focused on research and development 
provided that they: 

1. are either incorporated or constituted, as well as 
maintained, in accordance with the laws and regulations of 
the Home State; 

2. have their registered office, central administration or 
principal place of business in the territory of the Home 
State; and 

3. maintain substantial business activities in the territory of 
the Home State.84 

Another recent IIA, the 2017 Rwanda-UAE BIT (not yet in 
force), does not expressly include SWFs in the definition of 
‘investor’ (although it does include ‘legal entities’ and the 
‘Government of [a] Contracting Party’).85 It is however notable 
that this IIA provides for specific substantive protection to 
SWFs and sovereign assets in the provision concerning 
lawful and unlawful expropriation, which reads as follows:

How do SWFs resolve disputes?

...a SWF’s legal structure may be relevant for 
the purpose of an investor-State tribunal’s 
jurisdiction ratione personae. 
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Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article, sovereign 
assets and sovereign wealth funds shall not be subject 
to nationalization, exploration, sequestration, blocking or 
freezing by a Contracting Party nor shall be subject to any 
of these measures directly or indirectly by a request of a 
third party.86 

Another recent IIA contains express provisions on SWFs that 
are more concerned with their regulation rather than protection. 
The 2018 EU-Singapore Investment Protection Agreement (not 
yet in force) reads as follows: ‘Each Party shall encourage its 

sovereign wealth funds to respect the Generally Accepted 
Principles and Practices – Santiago Principles’.87 This is 
the only express provision of the EU-Singapore Investment 
Protection Agreement referring to SWFs.

The vast majority of existing IIAs, particularly BITs, however 
neither contain express provisions on SWFs nor include SWFs 
in the respective definitions of protected ‘investors’. Although 
the definition of ‘investor’ may generally be interpreted to 
cover SWFs – unless explicitly excluded88 – three different 
approaches emerge which would, in principle, include SWFs:

Many other treaties adopt, with variations, the third approach,94 
neither expressly including nor excluding SWFs from their 
definition of ‘investor’. Traditionally, IIAs usually include 
both natural persons and corporations who are nationals 
of a contracting State as qualifying investors. A tribunal’s 
interpretation of an IIA’s definition of protected investors is 
crucial. An investment tribunal would need to engage in an 
interpretative exercise under the Vienna Convention on the 
Law of Treaties (or the interpretative provisions in it that form 
part of customary international law) to determine whether  

1) The treaty expressly includes ‘governmentally-owned’ or ‘government-controlled’ entities. This is the 
approach taken in NAFTA which includes within the definition of enterprises:

 ...any entity constituted or organized under applicable law, whether or not for profit, and whether 
privately-owned or governmentally-owned, including any corporation, trust, partnership, sole 
proprietorship, joint venture or other association.89

 As another example, the 1999 US-Bahrain BIT includes a broad definition of ‘company’ which covers:

 ...all types of legal entities constituted or organized under applicable law, whether or not for profit  
and whether privately or governmentally owned or controlled, and includes, but is not limited  
to, a corporation, trust, partnership, sole proprietorship, branch, joint venture, association,  
or other organization.90 

 The definition explicitly covers not-for-profit entities, as well as entities that are owned or controlled 
by the state. ‘Company of a Party’ is defined in the US-Bahrein BIT as ‘a company constituted or 
organized under the laws of that Party.91

b)  The treaty expressly includes ‘State-corporations’. The China-Ghana BIT adopts this approach in 
its definition of ‘investor’ in respect of Ghana, which includes: ‘state-corporations and agencies and 
companies registered under the laws of Ghana which invest or trade abroad’.92

c) The treaty neither expressly includes nor expressly excludes SOEs. For example, the (now-terminated) 
India-Turkmenistan BIT defines ‘companies’ in respect of Turkmenistan as ‘every juridical person, 
associations, firms, companies and other societies or unions with the rights of a juridical entity founded 
in accordance with the legislation of Turkmenistan and located on its territory’.93 

How do SWFs resolve disputes?
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a SWF qualifies as an investor.95 This interpretative task may 
also require an investor-State tribunal to consider the evidence 
on the structure of a SWF (and its investment). 

As noted above, there is not a common definition of SWFs. 
However, SWFs can take the form of an investment fund.96 
SWFs, as sophisticated investors, would be expected  
to structure their investments to improve tax efficiency  
and ensure the investment meets regulatory requirements. 
However, SWFs can also consider the impact that an 
investment structure may have on an investor-State tribunal’s 
jurisdiction ratione personae. 

SWFs may operate as corporations. Generally, corporations 
are the most often used structuring device for investment 
treaty protection because of their established separate legal 
personality under many domestic legal systems. However, 
some BITs require the company’s seat or principal seat 
of business to be in the relevant State. Depending on the 
definition, there may also be a requirement of effective 
management or significant economic activities or substantial 
operation activities from the seat or the home State, as 
opposed to simply a place of incorporation. 

If a SWF operates through an SPV to obtain tax efficiency 
and the applicable BIT contains a seat requirement, the SPV 
would not likely be suitable as a means of providing effective 
investment treaty protection. Similarly, SPVs may not be the 
effective centre of administration of the business operations. 
Arbitral tribunals have considered that the term ‘substantial’ 
qualifies the content of the business activity of the claimant-
investor as an activity of ‘substance, and not merely of form’.97 

Whilst investing directly into the target company is an 
option, SWFs also invest through complex shareholding 
structures. It may be that the potential claimant is held by 
a parent company / shareholder in a third country. Subject 
to the wording of the relevant IIA, tribunals have generally 
accepted their jurisdiction to hear the claims of non-controlling 
and indirect shareholders.98 This is because the shares in a 
company in the host State (whether held directly or indirectly) 
are often included in the definition of protected investment.

SWFs may operate as or invest through a Limited Partnership 
or a Trust to obtain tax efficiency or because they invest 
together with General Partners of private equity funds. In this 
case, there may be an issue to determine if the SWF is a 
qualifying ‘investor’.99 

Finally, SWFs that follow the ‘fund model’ are more akin to 
pools of assets than legal entities. In the context of investor-
State arbitration this may give rise to questions of jurisdiction 
and locus standi similarly to the situation of trusts or other 

unincorporated bodies.100 Another question that may arise 
when it comes to investments of ‘fund model’ SWFs relates to 
whether investment protection is afforded to investments that 
the host State has made itself (at least when the assets of the 
‘fund model’ SWF involved belong to the home State itself). 
The legal position largely depends on the specific provisions 
of the applicable IIA. In the context of ICSID arbitration, a few 
observations on whether sovereign investments are protected 
under the ICSID Convention are set out below.

Qualifying as an investor under the ICSID Convention

To access ICSID arbitration, a SWF would not only need 
to meet the relevant requirements under the relevant IIA, 
national law or contract, but also the requirements under 
Article 25 of the ICSID Convention.101 To act as a qualifying 
investor a SWF must show that the legal dispute is ‘between 
a Contracting State (or any constituent subdivision or agency 
of a Contracting State designated to the Centre by that State) 
and a national of another Contracting State’.102

The term ‘national of another Contracting State’ is understood 
pursuant to Article 25(2) to include ‘natural’ and ‘juridical’ 
persons. However, Article 25 does not define the two terms. 
SWFs may take the form of a ‘juridical’ person. Some issues 
may arise as to whether the reference to ‘private’ investment 
in the ICSID Convention preamble would cover SWFs, whose 
investments may be categorised as ‘public’ investments.  
This has raised the question of whether disputes arising  
out of investments by SWFs would be covered by the  
ICSID Convention.103 

SWFs have, by definition, a ‘sovereign’ element, which is 
not present in privately-owned commercial companies or 
in other private incorporated bodies. The preamble to the 
ICSID Convention might seem, on a narrow textual reading, 
to indicate that the ICSID Convention was designed with 
a focus on the protection of ‘private’ as opposed to ‘public’ 
investment.104 This raises the issue of whether the ICSID 
Convention covers disputes arising out of investments made 
by SWFs and, more generally, by States, including their 
subdivisions or agencies.105 The issue is to what extent SWFs 
fall under the personal scope of the ICSID Convention as 
defined by Article 25(2) of the ICSID Convention.

Taking SOEs as a comparator, Mr Aron Broches, the main 
architect of the ICSID Convention, noted the possibility that 
they may be covered by the ICSID Convention:

There are many companies which combine capital from 
private and governmental sources and corporations all of 
whose shares are owned by the government, but who are 
practically indistinguishable from the completely privately 
owned enterprise both in the legal characteristics and 
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in their activities. It would seem, therefore, that for the 
purposes of the Convention a mixed economy company or 
government-owned corporation should not be disqualified 
as a ‘national of another Contracting State’ unless it is 
acting as an agent for the government or is discharging an 
essentially governmental function.106

Mr Broches therefore suggested that the corporate structure 
and source of capital, private or public, would not constitute 
a limitation to an entity, such as a SWF, to access the ICSID 
system. The focus would be more on the level of agency 
and relationship between the SWF and the home State. In 
this regard, in the afore-cited passage, Mr Broches sets out 
a two-limb test to determine whether the acts of the entity in 
question should be equated as acts of the State, namely:

• whether the mixed company or State enterprise acts as an 
agent of the home State in relation to the investment which 
is alleged to be harmed by the host State’s conduct; or

• whether the mixed company or State enterprise performs 
a governmental function on behalf of the home State in 
relation to the investment in question.

In CSOB v Slovak Republic case a Tribunal for the first time 
concluded that the Broches test was the appropriate way to 
determine whether a State-owned entity’s activities fell under 
the scope of the ICSID Convention.107 It ruled that, even 
though the Government of the Czech Republic owned CSOB, 
its activities were inherently commercial as opposed to 
governmental. The Tribunal focused on the nature of CSOB’s 
activities in the discharge of its functions on behalf of the 
State noting that:

… in determining whether CSOB, in discharging these 
functions, exercised governmental functions, the focus 
must be on the nature of these activities and not their 
purpose. While it cannot be doubted that in performing 
the above-mentioned activities, CSOB was promoting the 
governmental policies or purpose of the State, the activities 
themselves were essentially commercial rather than 
governmental in nature.108

The ICSID Tribunal and Ad Hoc Committee in CDC v 
the Republic of Seychelles also appear to have relied 
(albeit unadmittedly) on the Broches test.109 Although the 
Respondent does not seem to have formulated a specific 
jurisdictional objection on this point, in its Final Award, the 
Tribunal considered it necessary to point out that the nature 
of CDC’s activities was commercial and not governmental.110 
The Ad Hoc Committee in the same case subsequently 
described CDC as a ‘governmental instrumentality for 
investing in developing countries [that was] wholly owned by 
the UK Government, but acted on a day-to-day basis without 
government instruction or operational involvement’.111 

In Beijing Urban v Yemen,112 the Claimant entered into a 
construction contract with Yemen Civil Aviation Authority to 
improve the facilities of the Sana’a International Airport. The 
Claimant complained of a series of measures attributable to 
Yemen that culminated in the termination of the contract.110 
Yemen argued that the Tribunal did not have jurisdiction 
ratione personae because the Claimant, being a State-owned 
entity, acted as an agent of the Chinese Government and 
discharged governmental functions ‘even in its ostensible 
commercial undertakings’.114 The Claimant responded that 
it was a protected investor under the ICSID Convention 
because it acted in a commercial capacity and was not under 
the control of the Chinese government.115 The Tribunal noted 
that ‘corporate controls and mechanisms are not surprising 
in the context of PRC State-owned corporations’116 and the 
issue was ‘not the corporate framework of the State-owned 
enterprise, but whether it functions as an agent of the State in 
the fact-specific context’.117 

The Tribunal applied the evidence to the Broches test, ie 
(i) whether the Claimant was acting as an agent for the 
government or (the Tribunal placed emphasis on the ‘or’ 
part); and (ii) whether the Claimant was discharging an 
essentially governmental function.118 The Tribunal held that 
the Claimant was not acting as an agent of the Chinese 
State because it participated in the investment project 
acting as a general contractor following an open tender in 
competition with other contractors and its bid was selected 
on its commercial merits.119 The Tribunal concluded that the 
Claimant performed its work under a construction contract as 
a commercial contractor and not as an agent of the Chinese 
Government.120 The Tribunal further held that the Claimant 
was not discharging an essentially governmental function 
and the Respondent’s assertion that the Chinese State was 
the ultimate decision maker for key management, operational 
and strategic decisions was ‘too remote from the facts of the 
… project to be relevant’.121 Therefore, the Tribunal dismissed 
the Respondent’s objection ratione personae focussing on the 
commercial functions of the Claimant.122

The two-part Broches test finds some parallels in Articles 8 
and 5 respectively of the ARSIWA. However, the factors for 
determining whether a State enterprise can be equated to 
the State for purposes of an analysis under Article 25 of the 
ICSID Convention should not be confused with the ARSIWA 
rules on attribution for purposes of State responsibility. Their 
application would differ based on whether the SWF is a party 
to the dispute or its actions are attributed to a State for the 
purposes of State responsibility.

In this regard, the case of Masdar v Spain illustrates the 
difference. A Dutch company ultimately owned by the 
government of Abu Dhabi asserted a claim against Spain.123 
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Spain argued that the conduct of the Claimant was attributable 
to the UAE, meaning that the dispute was essentially one 
between two States and therefore the Tribunal lacked 
jurisdiction.124 Spain admitted that it was not making an 
argument that Article 8 ARSIWA was directly applicable for 
jurisdictional purposes, but put forward the argument that it 
was ‘evidence of the existence of principles of international 
customary law on attribution’.125 In turn, the Tribunal held 
that it had ‘little hesitation in dismissing this objection to its 
jurisdiction’.126 Applying the reasoning adopted in CSOB v 
Slovakia, the Tribunal found that the claimant could not be 
disqualified as it was not ‘acting as an agent for the government 
or discharging an essentially government function’.127 

Therefore, investor-State tribunals may rely on the Broches 
test to determine whether a SWF is a protected investor 
under the ICSID Convention. Based on the reported 
investment-treaty jurisprudence, it is likely that an arbitral 
tribunal would not consider that a SWF’s structure (eg 
whether the SWF follows the ‘fund model’, the ‘public entity 
model’ or the ‘State-owned entity model’) is determinative 
to answer this question. An investor-State tribunal would 
most likely approach this question on a case-by-case 
basis considering the evidence that the parties provide. 
Independently from the level of control of the State on the 
SWF and depending on the IIA, a SWF may be considered 
a protected investor if it demonstrates that it acts in a 
commercial capacity without discharging a governmental 
function or acting as an agent of the State. 

The investments of SWFs

Most IIAs tend to define the term ‘investment’ broadly in order 
to afford protection to a wide group of assets,128 including 
direct or indirect shares in a company.129 As other economic 
actors, SWFs generally invest in host States through the direct 
acquisition of shares of the target company130 or indirectly, 
investing in SPVs or private equity funds as seen above. 

Direct shares in target companies or indirect ownership of 
the investment through other investment vehicles are usually 
included in the definition of protected investments under the 
IIA applicable to the dispute.131 However, some particularities 
may arise: (1) in the ICSID context; and (2) depending on 
whether a host State restricts SWFs from holding certain 
types of investment.

The concept of investment under the ICSID Convention

The ICSID Convention does not define the term 
‘investment’.132 Accordingly, investment-treaty jurisprudence 
has developed a series of criteria to determine what 
constitutes an investment under Article 25 of the ICSID 

Convention. If the disputes are covered by the ICSID 
Convention, in addition to the definition of ‘investment’ 
contained in the IIA, a SWF may have to satisfy the definition 
of ‘investment’ under Article 25 of the ICSID Convention  
(i.e. what is commonly referred to as the ‘double barrel’ test).

The ICSID Tribunal in Salini v Morocco listed four elements of 
the definition of investment under Article 25: (i) contribution; 
(ii) duration; (iii) risk; and (iv) promotion of the economic 
development of the host State.133 While not all tribunals  
have applied this test, the need for a contribution is a feature 
that is often applied and can result in different approaches  
to determine whether the ICSID Convention applies to a 
SWF’s investment. 

It is generally accepted that a contribution can be either a 
cash contribution or contribution in-kind, such as equipment, 
know-how, personnel or services.134 For example, in Gavazzi 
v Romania, the Tribunal found that the purchase price paid 
by the Claimants for the shares in a Romanian company 
constituted a contribution.135 The situation may be more 
complicated if a SWF operates through or together with a 
limited partnership, trusts or other complex structures. In 
Eiser v Spain, the Respondent had argued inter alia that the 
first Claimant, the general partner of a limited partnership, 
had not made any qualifying ‘investment’ because the funds 
were provided by the limited partners.136 

The Tribunal in that case rejected the Respondent’s argument 
and considered that ‘the origins of capital invested by an 
Investor in an Investment are not relevant for purposes 
of jurisdiction’, and therefore it had jurisdiction over the 
dispute.137 In RREEF v Spain, the Respondent had argued 
that the Claimants, including the general partner of a limited 
partnership, had not made any contribution because the 
funds were contributed by the limited partner of the funds.
The Tribunal there affirmed its jurisdiction on the basis that 
there was no restriction as to the origins of the capital in the 
relevant treaty.138 In Mason Capital v Korea, the Tribunal 
considered the issue of what the Claimant had actually 
contributed itself and delved into the detail of whether the 

Direct shares in target companies or indirect 
ownership of the investment through other 
investment vehicles are usually included 
in the definition of protected investments 
under the IIA applicable to the dispute.128 
However, some particularities may arise: 
(1) in the ICSID context; and (2) depending 
on whether a host State restricts SWFs from 
holding certain types of investment.
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Claimant had made any contribution in kind, given that it had 
not made any cash contributions.139 The Tribunal held that 
there was sufficient contribution on the basis of the investor’s 
contributions in kind, namely, its investment decision-making, 
management and expertise.140

A SWF’s investment structure can be relevant (in addition 
to the definition of protected investor) to determine whether 
an investment is protected under the ICSID Convention. 
However, even if for some reason a SWF is unable to satisfy 
the jurisdictional requirements under Article 25 of the ICSID 
Convention, it might still be able to bring an investment 
treaty claim pursuant to other institutional rules (for example, 
UNCITRAL, SCC or ICC Rules) administered either ad hoc or 
by another arbitral institution (such as the PCA, the SCC, the 
ICC or indeed ICSID).

Protection for pre-investment measures

Given the voluntary and non-binding nature of the Santiago 
Principles and the growing relevance of SWF’s investments 
in foreign jurisdictions, concerned host States have adopted 
further measures to regulate SWFs at the national level. 
Notably, certain States have established pre-admission 
screening measures applicable to SWFs before their 
investments may be admitted into the host State (see, on this 
point, below at section 7).

Typically, the purpose of this review is primarily to consider:

… the extent to which the basic investment management 
policies of the investor require investment decisions to be 
based solely on commercial grounds; the degree to which, 
in practice, the investor’s management and investment 
decisions are exercised independently from the controlling 
government, including whether governance structures 
are in place to ensure independence; the degree of 
transparency and disclosure of the purpose, investment 
objectives, institutional arrangements, and financial 
information of the investor; and the degree to which the 
investor complies with applicable regulatory and disclosure 
requirements of the countries in which they invest.141 

These screening measures can hinder investments from 
SWFs and subject SWFs to potentially discriminatory or 
arbitrary regulatory or administrative treatment, which may be 
in breach of BIT standards. However, if the SWF is subject 
to these measures before its investment, it might be difficult 
for the affected SWF to invoke IIA protection and bring an 
investment claim before an arbitral tribunal (depending on 
whether the IIA covers ‘pre-investment’). 

Investment screening is, to a significant extent, a matter of 
national law, underpinned by the traditional view that ‘under 

customary international law, states have the sovereign right 
to control the admission of foreign investors and investments 
into their respective territories’.142 

Frequently, IIAs deal neither with the entry nor with the 
establishment of foreign investments at all, or they provide 
that this phase be subject to the host State’s internal laws 
or, again, they only contain weak protections relating to this 
phase such as in the form of ‘promotion and encouragement’ 
obligations.143 The following approaches emerged:144

The treaty is silent: BIT protection may not extend to 
pre-admission reviews. An arbitral tribunal may not have 
jurisdiction over a claim by a SWF arising out of a pre-
investment measure. 

Admission of an investment being conditional on host state 
laws and policy: a BIT may provide, for example, that:

Each Contracting Party shall encourage and create 
favourable conditions for investors of the other Contracting 
Party to make investments in its territory, and admit such 
investments in accordance with its laws and policy.145

In this case, the host State would be in breach of the BIT if 
it has failed to admit the SWF’s investment ‘in accordance 
with its laws and policy’ existing at the time the SWF was 
seeking to make its investment in the host State. 

Other IIAs, though, afford more robust, albeit not absolute, 
protection to investment in the establishment phase. These 
include US-style treaties, which follow the so-called ‘pre-entry 
model’ in relation to the ‘national treatment’ or ‘most-favoured 
nation treatment’ standards of protection.146 Such a feature is 
not limited to US-style international investment agreements. 
Recent examples are the investment protection provisions 
contained in Chapter 8 of the EU-Canada Comprehensive 
Economic and Trade Agreement (‘CETA’).147 Some of the 
substantive provisions set out in Chapter 8 expressly cover 
the establishment of investment,148 although it is excluded 
from the scope of Chapter 8 dealing with investor-State 
dispute settlement provisions.149 
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Under ‘pre-entry model’ IIAs, unfair investment screening 
measures affecting a SWF might entitle the SWF to 
bring a treaty claim against the host State. However, this 
might require the SWF to establish that it was in ‘in like 
circumstances’ and not given equal treatment to domestic 
investors or investors from a third country. Considering 
the nature of SWFs, an issue may be identifying a suitable 
comparator for the SWF to satisfy the ‘in like circumstances’ 
requirement. The outcome may depend on the formulation of 
the ‘national treatment’ or ‘most-favoured nation treatment’ 
clause in question. According to a scholar, ‘it is unlikely 
that any national investor would have the ‘deep pockets’ 
of the SWF, its association with a foreign state, or possess 
motivation by national as well as commercial interests’.150 

Further, the protection afforded by pre-entry national 
treatment or most-favoured nation treatment clauses may 
be subject to the exceptions contained in the relevant IIA, 
including national security exceptions.151 In such case, as  
it has been rightly pointed out, one of the relevant issues  
that might arise is whether the relevant exception is  
‘self-judging’ or not.152

SWFs as organs or instrumentalities of the host State

SWFs might also play (and have played) a role in investor-
State arbitration also as on the opposite side as organs or 
instrumentalities of the host State. Most often, the respondent 
in investor-State arbitration is the State itself, with the 
exception of the ICSID regime, in which designated sub-
entities of the State can be parties to ICSID proceedings 
under ICSID Convention Article 25(1) and (3). It is also not 
inconceivable that the conduct of a SWF of the host State  
vis-à-vis a foreign investor might give rise to an investment 
claim against the host State. 

To succeed in such a claim, the investor would have to show 
that the conduct of the SWF in question is ‘attributable’ to the 
host State under the principles codified in Articles 4, 5, 8 (or 
11) of the ARSIWA. It would usually be necessary to prove 
that the SWF is an organ of the State or that it is empowered 
with, and exercised, elements of governmental authority.153 
The test under Article 8 of the ARSIWA requires that the SWF 
have in fact acted on the instructions of, or under the direction 
or control of, its home State in carrying out the conduct 
complained of. The more independent from the State and 
commercially-oriented the SWF is, the more difficult it would 
be to establish attribution.

In Stati v Kazakhstan, the Claimants complained inter alia 
that, as part of a broader harassment campaign allegedly 
mounted against them by the Respondent, they encountered 

difficulties with one of their largest customers, a company 
called Kemikal.155 Kazakhstan objected that Kemikal’s acts 
were not attributable to it.156 The Arbitral Tribunal considered 
otherwise. It observed that ‘Kemikal was managed by 
Samruk-Kazyna, which is the Kazakh state welfare fund and 
is 100% owned and controlled by Kazakhstan’ and that the 
former deputy manager of Samruk-Kazyna had close family 
ties with Kazakhstan’s President.157 

The question of attribution of the acts of a sovereign wealth 
fund (the LIA) surfaced (albeit tangentially) also in Öztaş 
v Libya.158 The case (analysed in Annex 4) concerned 
claims arising out of the conduct of the Libyan Investment 
Development Company, an indirect subsidiary of the LIA, 
which the Claimant claimed were attributable to Libya.

SWFs AND STATE-TO-STATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

State-to-State dispute resolution may be used inter alia to 
pursue claims based on the interpretation and application of 
treaty provisions. This includes claims based on diplomatic 
protection. Diplomatic protection allows States to protect 
their nationals at an international level. Where a foreign 
investor has a claim against a host State, the home State 
may have access on behalf of its national to a remedy at 
the public international dispute settlement level. This include 
the situation when an investor alleges that a host State has 
violated international law treatment standards vis-à-vis the 
investor. The investor’s home State may be able to rely on 
diplomatic protection to bring a claim against the host State, 
despite the home State not suffering the loss itself. To apply 
the principle to SWFs, where a SWF has a claim based on an 
investment made in a host State’s territory, the SWF’s home 
State may be able to bring a claim on behalf of the SWF, 
either arguing that the SWF is a State organ or exercising 
diplomatic protection over the SWF as a separate entity.

The ICJ and its predecessor, the PCIJ, considered a number 
of claims based on diplomatic protection. In the Serbian 
Loans case, the PCIJ recognised that, although the dispute 
was concerned with relations between the borrowing 
State and private persons (the creditors), a dispute also 
existed between the French Government and the Serbian 
Government. The Court held that the French Government 
was exercising its right to protect its nationals ‘by taking up 
the case of one of its subjects and by resorting to diplomatic 
action or international judicial proceedings on his behalf’.159 

Similarly, in the case of Ambatielos, Greece pursued a 
diplomatic protection claim against the UK on behalf of 
a Greek national.160 In its 1952 Judgment on the UK’s 
preliminary objections, the ICJ found that it had jurisdiction 
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to decide whether the UK was required to submit the dispute 
relating to the validity of Ambatielos’ claim to arbitration 
(but not to adjudicate the merits of Ambatielos’ underlying 
claim).161 In its subsequent 1953 Judgment, the ICJ found 
that the UK was under an obligation to submit to arbitration 
the dispute over the validity of Ambatielos’ claim under 
a ‘Declaration’ and a treaty the UK had entered into with 
Greece in 1886 and 1926 respectively.162

In Barcelona Traction, Belgium sought compensation for 
damage caused to its nationals (the shareholders of the 
Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, a holding 
company incorporated in Canada) because of acts contrary 
to international law allegedly committed by Spanish State 
organs.163 Spain submitted that the claim was inadmissible 
and unfounded.164 The ICJ found that Belgium had no legal 
standing to exercise diplomatic protection of shareholders in 
a Canadian company in respect of measures taken against 
that company in Spain.165 The Court accepted that there 
may be exceptions to this rule such as when States have 
agreed on affording shareholders diplomatic protection in 
treaty provisions and that when ‘considerations of equity’ 
so require that standing be recognised the State of the 
company’s shareholders.166 However, as a general rule, 
diplomatic protection is only afforded to the home State of 
the corporation, which was Canada rather than Belgium.167 
Applying this reasoning to SWFs, SWFs would not a priori 
be able to rely on diplomatic protection standards if it is 
incorporated in a different jurisdiction to its home State.

State-to-State dispute resolution and the use of diplomatic 
protection can also take place in the context of investment 
treaty arbitration. For instance, in Italy v Cuba, Italy pursued 
diplomatic protection claims on behalf of its nationals who 
had invested in Cuba.168 One of the claims submitted on 
a diplomatic protection basis concerned a Cuban State-
owned hotel.169 The majority of the Tribunal held that hotel 
management did not involve an exercise of governmental 
authority and was by its nature a commercial activity and, 
therefore, the acts of the hotel could not be attributed to 

Cuba.170 Dissenting arbitrator Tanzi disagreed.171 In Professor 
Tanzi’s view, State organs include State-owned companies, 
particularly if the company is aimed at developing a key 
national economic sector, is integrated in the State structure 
and is controlled by the State.172

State-to-State dispute resolution is a potentially 
underestimated avenue for a SWF to bring a claim against 
the host State of its investment. This may be done in two 
ways. First, the SWF may request its home State to act on its 
behalf as in Italy v Cuba.173 As in an indirect claim, the home 
State acts in its own name to seek redress for the wrong 
done to its nationals and the exhaustion of local remedies is a 
condition of admissibility for a State-State claim.174  

Second, if the SWF is a State organ, the home State could 
pursue the dispute on its own behalf as a direct claim. 
However, in this case, the State brings the claims ‘to secure 
objectives principally on its own’175 What is inherent in this 
concept is that the injury directly affects the litigating State and 
the substantive protections apply to investments made by the 
home State.176 A practical procedural consequence is that the 
rule on the exhaustion of local remedies does not apply and 
‘such an immediate breach of international law is actionable at 
once, and the rules regarding denial of justice and exhaustion 
of local remedies do not come into operation at all.’177

SWFs may also be involved in the broader factual matrix 
of a State-to-State dispute without being a direct party to 
the dispute. This is the case, for example, of the Railway 
Land Arbitration between Malaysia and Singapore.178 
The case concerned the question whether a joint venture 
company established for land development purposes by the 
Government of Malaysia, acting through a wholly-owned 
State company, and the Government of Singapore,  
acting through its SWF Temasek, was due to pay a 
‘development charge’ in Singapore. The joint venture had 
been established within the framework of an agreement 
between the two Governments.
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SWFs AND WTO DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Settling WTO disputes is the responsibility of the DSB, which 
consists of all WTO members.179 Contrary to investor-State 
arbitration, only States can commence proceedings before 
the DSB.180 

Several trade disputes involve private actions having some 
governmental connection or endorsement. One panel defined 
‘sufficient government involvement’ as the decisive criterion as to 
whether a private action may be deemed to be a governmental 
‘measure’.181 Therefore, if a SWF is closely linked to or 
managed by State agents, it may have sufficient government 
involvement to be involved in WTO dispute settlement. 
However, it is unlikely that the actions of a SWF alone would 
give rise to a trade dispute against the SWF’s home State.

Where a SWF is a service provider in a host State, it may rely 
on the GATS. For its provisions to apply, the GATS requires that 
a service supplier of a Member State, including governmentally-
owned legal entities,182 have a ‘commercial presence’.183 The 
scope of these rules may include some SWFs. However, this 
will depend on the level of governmental authority over the 
SWF in question. The GATS expressly excludes from the 
scope of its application ‘services supplied in the exercise of 
governmental authority’, which have been defined as ‘any 
service which is supplied neither on a commercial basis, nor 
in competition with one or more service suppliers’.184 

Moreover, the GATS will only cover circumstances where 
the service supplier owns a controlling stake in the juridical 
entity in the host Member State that has been impacted by 
the disputed measures.185 Thus, subject to the exemptions 
listed in the GATS and any limits or restrictions set out in the 
schedule of the host State’s specific commitments,186 a SWF 
may be afforded the guarantees and protections provided 
under the GATS depending on the corporate structure. This 
includes when the SWF holds a majority and controlling 
interest in a local company or has a branch or representative 
office providing services on a commercial basis and in 

competition with other service suppliers in the host Member 
State187 within a protected sector.188 Such guarantees and 
protections include treatment no less favourable than that 
accorded by the host State to like services and service 
suppliers of any other country189 or its own nationals,190 and 
no less favourable treatment with respect to market access  
in the host State.191 

If a SWF, which meets all the above requirements, faces 
any measures by the host State violating its obligations and 
specific commitments under the GATS, the SWF’s home State 
may have recourse to the DSU against the host State.192 

A SWF may also seek to rely on the terms of the TRIPS 
Agreement, if its intellectual property rights are violated by a 
host Member State of the WTO. The TRIPS Agreement accords 
minimum standards of protection to be provided by a host State 
to natural or legal persons of another Member State in the 
area of intellectual property so long as they meet ‘the criteria 
for eligibility for protection provided for in the Paris Convention 
(1967),193 the Berne Convention (1971),194 the Rome 
Convention195 and the Treaty on Intellectual Property in Respect 
of Integrated Circuits’ which is reasonably wide.196 Thus, so long 
as a SWF holds protected intellectual property rights under the 
TRIPS and such rights have been violated by another Member 
State, its home State may refer the dispute on its behalf to the 
dispute settlement procedures under the DSU.197 

Importantly, the outcome of any WTO dispute resolution 
process, whether for breaches of the GATS, the TRIPS or any 
other WTO agreement, would not lead to any damages being 
awarded to the home State or SWF in question. However, 
the WTO panel and appellate body, may recommend that 
the host State brings ‘the measure in conformity with [the] 
agreement’;198 and suggest ways in which the host State 
concerned ‘could implement the recommendations’.199 
Compensation and suspension of concessions may also 
in certain circumstances be recommended, as ‘temporary 
measures available in the event that the recommendations 
and rulings are not implemented within a reasonable time’.200
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Issues of enforcement and State immunity in respect of 
SWFs are becoming increasingly relevant because of SWFs’ 
investments in a variety of sectors and jurisdictions. 

Immunity is a procedural issue. Whether an SWF can assert 
immunity depends on the law under which proceedings are 
brought. It may also depend on the way in which the specific 
SWF is structured, and the extent of its autonomy from the 
State. If a SWF benefits from State immunity, this may create 
a jurisdictional obstacle to bringing claims against the SWF 
(immunity from jurisdiction) or enforcing a court judgment or 
arbitral award against its assets (immunity from execution).

ARE SWFs PRIVATE OR PUBLIC ACTORS?

The intersection of SWFs and sovereign immunity is 
something of a legal ‘black hole’ because 

… the ‘more sovereign’ nature of SWFs and lighter 
‘commercial purposes’, the dual role of the state being  
both sovereign and corporate, has made SWF’s legal 
status more ambiguous’.201 

In reality, neither the Santiago Principles, academic analysis 
nor any other initiative has arrived at a conclusion as to 
whether SWFs are essentially private or public actors. 
SWFs tend to be formally public but functionally private, 
acting as private legal entities in the context of commercial 
transactions. Therefore, their potential ability to invoke 
protections afforded to entities carrying out sovereign 
authority raises a number of legal issues. SWFs generally 
remain legally autonomous from the State, either established 
under the company laws of the State, under legislation or 
managed via an investment mandate given to the State’s 
national bank. Therefore, a tension exists between the 
separate legal personality of a SWF as divorced from the 
State itself (when the SWF has separate legal personality, 
which may not always be the case), and the function they  
are intended to perform within the State apparatus.202

In GSS v National Port Authority, the Federal District Court 
for the District of Columbia considered that the National Port 
Authority (the ‘NPA’) was falling ‘somewhere between’ the 
categories of a foreign sovereign and a private foreign person.203  

Do SWFs benefit from 
State immunity  
from jurisdiction and / or execution?
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According to the Court, the test that would apply to a private 
foreign person (the ‘minimum contacts’ test) would not 
apply to States and their instrumentalities.204 The petitioner 
did not contest evidence of the NPA’s independence from 
Liberia.205 The petitioner noted that the NPA was responsible 
for its own finances, received no funding or subsidies from 
the Government of Liberia, that its primary purposes were 
commercial, and that the Government was not involved in its 
day-to-day management.206 The Court ultimately concluded that 
the NPA benefitted from the due process protections afforded to 
private foreign persons for purposes of personal jurisdiction.207

SWFs may be precluded from invoking immunity from 
jurisdiction or enforcement because of their inherently 
commercial activities and their inability to exercise sovereign 
authority. In this regard, SWFs fall within the broader rubric 
of consideration in many States of courts determining what 
amounts to a commercial activity (acts iure gestionis) and 
whether that activity falls under the umbrella of State immunity. 

As a final consideration, whether SWFs are considered as 
public or private actors may also affect their standing as 
claimants in investment treaty arbitration. As seen above, 
in CSOB v The Slovak Republic, the Tribunal focused on 
the nature of CSOB’s actions, not on the purpose of those 
actions.208 Notwithstanding that CSOB was owned by the 
Czech Government, faced with the assertion by Slovakia  
that CSOB acted on behalf of the State, the Tribunal 
concluded that even though CSOB did carry out activities 
which promoted government objectives, the specific  
activities were commercial in nature and it was thus  
permitted to bring a claim.209 

IMMUNITY FROM JURISDICTION

Structural issues can inform the question of immunity from 
court jurisdiction. For example, in the United States under 
the 1976 Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act,210 if considered 
an agency or instrumentality of a foreign State, SWFs 
would generally benefit from sovereign immunity excluding 
jurisdiction of the US courts. However, immunity would not 
generally apply if they were not considered an agency or 
instrumentality of a foreign State.

Accordingly, the application of the FSIA does not always render 
consistent results on the issue of immunity regarding SWFs:

SWFs with separate legal personality, will enjoy the 
immunity from jurisdiction that the FSIA affords to foreign 
states, as long as those SWFs may be characterized as 
‘agencies or instrumentalities.’ At the same time, a SWFs 
with separate legal personality that does not qualify for 
“agency or instrumentality” status, will not be covered by 
the regimes of sovereign immunity provided for under the 
FSIA. In other words, not all SWFs with separate legal 
personality will automatically enjoy sovereign immunity 
from jurisdiction under the U.S. legal system. This lack of 
consistency under U.S. law, results in unequal treatment of 
SWFs which generates injustice for the very SWFs, their 
contractual partners and their creditors.211

In the United States, a SWF may lose or limit sovereign 
immunity inter alia where the SWF: (i) is involved in 
‘commercial activities’ in or affecting the US; or (ii) waives 
sovereign immunity, either expressly or by implication.212

For example, the case of Atlantica Holdings v Samruk-
Kazyna213 concerned a dispute between investors 
and Kazakhstan’s Samruk-Kazyna fund in respect of 
misrepresentations made during a debt restructuring by a 
second bank in which the SWF had a controlling interest. 
The Second Circuit in this case held that, relying on the 
commercial exception as set out in s 1605(a)(2) of the Foreign 
Sovereign Immunities Act, the SWF was not entitled to claim 
sovereign immunity on the basis that its actions (the issuance 
of debt securities) had ‘direct effect’ in the US, notwithstanding 
the fact the issue was actually made outside the US. 

Conversely, in Janvey v Libyan Investment Authority, the 
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals determined that the SWF was 
not subject to the commercial activity exception because the 
SWF did not exercise sufficient control over or participate in 
the underlying alleged commercial activity. Therefore, the LIA 
could benefit from immunity from jurisdiction.214

An argument could be made that any agreement into which 
a SWF enters with a counterparty containing an arbitration 
clause contains a waiver of sovereign immunity from 
jurisdiction.215 Essentially, if SWFs enter the market as private 
players, they should not then ‘… be permitted to avoid the 
economic and legal consequences of its actions simply by 
virtue of its sovereign affiliation’.216 While the ‘commercial 
exception’ is commonplace in jurisdictions where the doctrine 
of restrictive sovereign immunity is favoured, there still 
appears to be a reluctance in some jurisdictions to treat 
SWFs as purely commercial entities carrying out activities  
in the same manner as any non-state entity. 
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Most notably, China has continued to assert a more expansive 
doctrine of State immunity.217 China considers that State 
immunity can be available to State entities even where 
the State entity in question is performing duties which are 
commercial in nature.218 Although the Chinese position may 
evolve,219 this approach varies from the view reflected in many 
States that jurisdiction can be upheld in circumstances where 
the State entity in question is acting in a commercial nature. 

The ambiguity concerning the status of SWFs complicates 
the legal position when it comes to determining whether a 
SWF is covered by jurisdictional immunities. When it comes 
to arbitration, the signing by the SWF of an arbitration 
agreement might be interpreted as a waiver of the SWF’s 
immunities (if any) and this would, to some extent, simplify 
the position.

IMMUNITY FROM ENFORCEMENT 

A SWF may claim State immunity from enforcement to 
prevent execution of an arbitral award or court judgment 
against its assets. An issue of enforcement would most 
obviously arise in circumstances where a claimant has been 
granted an arbitral award or a positive judgment against a 
SWF and has to resort to court proceedings for enforcement 
purposes. Enforcement issues would also be relevant 
to successful claimants in investor-State arbitrations or 
commercial arbitrations against a State attempting to enforce 
an award against State assets held by SWFs.220

It should be noted that States generally limit their waiver of 
immunity to jurisdiction without expressly addressing the 
issue of enforcement of awards or judgment.221 In some 
jurisdictions, such as the UK, a State’s consent to the 
adjudicatory jurisdiction of the courts will not be equated with 
consent to the enforcement jurisdiction of the same.222

As in the case of immunity from jurisdiction, the most 
commonly accepted test to determine whether certain assets 
are immune from enforcement or not is whether they are used 
for commercial (iure gestionis) or sovereign purposes (iure 
imperii). Both UK and US legislation, for example, provide for 
enforcement against assets used for commercial purposes.223

It is therefore often up to the enforcing party to show that the 
property which is the subject of enforcement proceedings is 
used for commercial purposes. The definition of ‘commercial 
purposes’ in any given case would then turn on the particular 
domestic laws in place. As has been noted, ‘… there does 
not appear to be any established case law regarding 
the application of these doctrines to SWFs, and in some 
situations, SWFs have indeed benefitted from sovereign 
immunity’.224 Accordingly, ‘the legal autonomy of state-owned 

entities may, in combination with the principle of state immunity, 
sometimes have the effect of rendering claims against states 
de facto unenforceable’.225

Enforcement of an award or judgment  
with a SWF against the State 

In the event an award or judgment against a SWF with 
separate legal personality to the State is sought to be 
enforced against that State, the court of the enforcement may 
‘pierce the veil’ and order execution against State assets. The 
position is far from fixed since ‘… there are no internationally 
binding rules on the question as to when the corporate veil 
existing between a state entity and a state may be lifted’.226

The structural distinction between the SWF and its State in 
some cases may mean that, subject to domestic legislation, 
enforcement against a SWF could be interpreted to mirror 
enforcement against a private investor. This would be in line 
with the Santiago Principles that ask that ‘… the separate 
legal existence of SWFs is recognized by courts and that their 
assets will not be treated as assets of the state’.227

National legislation will dictate the requirements for 
enforcement, which differ from one jurisdiction to another. 
However, a number of issues would arise in every jurisdiction 
concerning the attachment of assets belonging to a State.228

For example, a claimant must show that the property in 
question is not subject to immunity against enforcement. The 
UN Convention on State Immunity, which has been regarded 
as ‘… the most authoritative statement available in the current 
international understanding of the limits of State immunity in 
civil cases’, states, in Article 19, that:
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No post-judgment measures of constraint, such as 
attachment, arrest or execution, against property of a State 
may be taken in connection with a proceeding before a 
court of another State unless and except to the extent that: 

• the State has expressly consented to the taking of  
such measures as indicated: 

 by international agreement; 

 by an arbitration agreement or in a written contract; or 

 by a declaration before the court or by a written 
communication after a dispute between the parties  
has arisen; or 

• the State has allocated or earmarked property for the 
satisfaction of the claim which is the object of that 
proceeding; or 

• it has been established that the property is specifically 
in use or intended for use by the State for other than 
government non-commercial purposes and is in the 
territory of the State of the forum, provided that post-
judgment measures of constraint may only be taken 
against property that has a connection with the entity 
against which the proceeding was directed.229

Although it remains questionable whether all aspects of 
Article 19 above reflect customary international law, the ICJ 
has confirmed in the Jurisdictional Immunities of the State 
case that the following conditions contained in the Article 
must be satisfied for constraints to be taken against State 
property in light of the well-established practice applied by 
certain domestic courts:

… that the property in question must be in use for an 
activity not pursuing government non-commercial purposes, 
or that the State which owns the property has expressly 
consented to the taking of a measure of constraint, or that 
that State has allocated the property in question for the 
satisfaction of a judicial claim ….230

Enforcement of an award or judgment with a  
SWF directly against the SWF

Where the SWF is the respondent in a case, the assets 
sought by the prevailing party would belong either to the 
State or the SWF itself. In these circumstances, the courts 
may decline to order the enforcement because the assets 
are protected by the doctrine of sovereign immunity.231 This 
approach would also affect ICSID awards. Indeed, such 
a scenario was expressly contemplated by the Executive 
Directors of the World Bank who recognised in their Report 
on the ICSID Convention that:

the doctrine of sovereign immunity may prevent the forced 
execution in a State of judgments obtained against foreign 
States or against the State in which execution is sought. 
Article 54 requires Contracting States to equate an award 
rendered pursuant to the Convention with a final judgment  
of its own courts. It does not require them to go beyond 
that and to undertake forced execution of awards rendered 
pursuant to the Convention in cases in which final 
judgments could not be executed.232

Article 55 of the ICSID Convention clarifies the position by 
emphasising that ‘[n]othing in Article 54 shall be construed 
as derogating from the law in force in any Contracting State 
relating to immunity of that State or of any foreign State from 
execution’.233 Thus, SWFs could in principle benefit from 
sovereign immunity under the applicable local law of the 
place of enforcement. This would mean that a SWF could be 
precluded from enforcing the award against the assets of the 
SWF in that State. 

However, in Kuwait v X, the Swiss Federal Tribunal rejected 
the immunity plea of the Kuwait Investment Authority regarding 
the attachment of its assets on the basis that KIA was a legally 
separate entity from Kuwait.234 This was notwithstanding that 
the purpose of the KIA was to achieve a long term investment 
return on the financial reserves of the State.235

Enforcement against a SWF for debts of the State

A third option would be for a successful claimant to enforce 
against a SWF for debts of the State. For example, in 
Al-Kharafi v Libyan Investment Authority and Libyan Arab 
Foreign Investment Company, the Claimant had attached 
some assets in enforcement proceedings of an arbitral award 
against the Libyan Government, the Ministry of Economy, 
the General Council for Promotion of Investments and 
Privatisation and the Libyan Ministry of Finance for breach of 
a contract concerning a large-scale tourism project.236

In Kuwait v X, the Swiss Federal 
Tribunal rejected the immunity plea 
of the Kuwait Investment Authority 
regarding the attachment of its assets 
on the basis that KIA was a legally 
separate entity from Kuwait.  
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The Claimant challenged the attachments before the Tribunal 
de Grande Instance of Paris, which ordered their release on 
the grounds that Libya had not made an express and special 
waiver of its immunity from execution.237 Al-Kharafi appealed 
this decision to the Paris Court of Appeal, which rendered its 
decision on 5 September 2019.238 The Court had to decide 
whether the LIA and LAFICO qualified as Libyan state entities 
and whether, accordingly, they were entitled to sovereign 
immunity from execution.239 If so, the Court also had to decide 
whether Libya had waived its immunity and, if not, whether 
the attached assets were excluded from the benefit of the 
immunity.240 The Paris Court of Appeal found in favour of 
Al-Kharafi, quashing the Judgment of the Tribunal de Grande 
Instance and thereby reviving the attachments.241 On the 
first question, the Court held that LAFICO and LIA were akin 
to State entities.242 On the second question, the immunity 
from execution concerning the attached assets was waived 
because the assets fulfilled a two-fold test: under (i) they were 
linked with the entity against which the action was brought; 
and (ii) they were used for other than non-commercial public 
service purposes.243

In England and Wales, the position under the English State 
Immunities Act 1978 is that State immunity can be claimed 
by ‘(a) the sovereign or other head of that State in his public 
capacity; (b) the government of that State; and (c) any 
department of that government’.244 However, the notion of 
‘State’ for the purposes of the SIA does not include ‘any 
entity … which is distinct from the executive organs of the 
government of the State and capable of suing or being sued’.245

In the case of AIG Capital Partners v Republic of Kazakhstan, 
the dispute before the English courts concerned an ICSID 
Award against Kazakhstan, which AIG attempted to enforce 
against funds and securities of the National Fund of 
Kazakhstan held by a third party (a financial institution) on 

behalf of the National Bank of Kazakhstan.246 Due to the fact 
the management of the National Fund of Kazakhstan’s assets 
was by the National Bank of Kazakhstan as a ‘trust manager’, 
this was sufficient to give the National Bank of Kazakhstan a 
‘property’ interest in the assets within the meaning of section 
14(4) of the English State Immunity Act. It followed that the 
financial institution which held the assets for the National Bank 
of Kazakhstan (as well as the National Fund of Kazakhstan’s 
assets themselves) were immune from enforcement. 

The English High Court concluded in that case that ‘property 
of a State’s central bank or other monetary authority’ as set 
out in s 14(4) State Immunity Act meant:

… any asset in which the central bank has some kind 
of “property” interest as I have described, which asset 
is allocated to or held in the name of a central bank, 
irrespective of the capacity in which the central bank  
holds it, or the purpose for which the property is held.247 

However, on 29 June 2021, the Brussels Court of Appeals 
ruled that the transfer of assets to the National Bank of 
Kazakhstan constituted a sham transaction incapable of 
vesting title in the National Bank and that the assets of the 
National Fund of Kazakhstan were subject to attachment 
because they were invested to maximize returns, not for 
sovereign purposes.248 This judgment may have implications 
for several SWFs with a similar structure.

Approaches to enforcement against SWFs for the debts of  
the States differ from one jurisdiction to another. Typically, 
SWFs without separate legal personality and managed under 
an investment mandate or similar agreement, they may be 
able to rely on the State Immunity Act to shield themselves 
from execution.
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RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED ON SWFs’ ACTIVITIES 

States hosting SWF investments have increasingly met the 
growing economic power and influence of SWFs with some 
reluctance as shown by national legislation governing  
foreign investment screening. According to UNCTAD, 
‘extending the scope of screening is in part … a reaction to 
the increasing investment activities of foreign State-owned or 
-controlled enterprises and sovereign wealth funds’.249 As a 
result, some authors have observed an ‘increased use of  
investment screening as a policy tool, particularly in 
developed economies’.250

Where a SWF proposes to acquire majority shareholdings, 
such a transaction may in some cases be viewed with caution 
by national screening authorities due to national security 
considerations.251 Regulations can depend on the SWF’s home 
State and that of its designated host State.252 It is normally 
regulation at host State level that is the subject of focus, 
including in connection with the issue of national security. 

By way of example, States have enacted a number of pieces 
of legislation on foreign investment screening, such as  
(to name a few):253

• US Foreign Investment and National Security Act 2007;254

• Italy’s so-called ‘Golden Power’ legislation including Italian 
Law Decree No 21 of 15 March 2012 (as subsequently 
amended) and Italian Law Decree No 105 of 21 September 
2019 (as subsequently amended);255

• the rules contained in France’s Monetary and Financial 
Code in relation to foreign investment subject to prior 
authorisation;256 and

• the UK National and Security Investment Act 2021.257 

Investment screening mechanisms may consist, for example, 
of a general prohibition of foreign stake-holdings in domestic 
companies above a specified threshold percentage or of 
a specific review of foreign direct investment for national 
security purposes.

What should SWFs 
expect in a  
changing world?
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At the EU level, screening of foreign direct investment on 
the grounds of security or public order within EU Member 
States is the subject matter of Regulation (EU) 2019/452.258 
The Regulation does not establish a centralised or unified 
screening procedure for all EU Member States. Rather, 
it establishes a framework for foreign direct investment 
screening by Member States.259 It includes the possibility  
for the Commission to issue opinions on such investment.260 
However, as clarified in the Regulation, each Member 
State is free to decide whether or not to screen a particular 
foreign investment,261 and ‘may’ (and is, therefore, under no 
obligation to) adopt a screening mechanism.262 

Investment screening instruments may directly affect 
investments by SWFs. This has prompted some criticism, 
mainly that ‘the question of foreign investment regulation 
necessitates discussion of the effects of protectionism’.263  
It has also been pointed out that:

… while transparency and accountability are sound 
principles in themselves, SWFs should not be subject to 
additional regulation simply because of their government 
owned status, when this is not warranted by solid 
macroeconomic justifications.264

Foreign investment screening mechanisms265 appear to 
have gained further momentum with the Covid-19 crisis. 
According to the OECD, ‘investment screening was already 
enjoying a heyday before the COVID-19 crisis–the pandemic 
is accelerating, rather than triggering this trend’.266 Within 
the EU context, the Communication from the European 
Commission to EU Member States of 25 March 2020 
illustrates this point: 

… today more than ever, the EU’s openness to foreign 
investment needs to be balanced by appropriate screening 
tools. In the context of the COVID-19 emergency,  
there could be an increased risk of attempts to acquire 
healthcare capacities (for example for the productions 
of medical or protective equipment) or related industries 
such as research establishments (for instance developing 
vaccines) via foreign direct investment. Vigilance is 
required to ensure that any such FDI does not have a 
harmful impact on the EU’s capacity to cover the health 
needs of its citizens.267

New disputes involving SWFs and investment screening 
decisions might arise in the future. This might prompt SWFs 
to review the available domestic and international dispute 
settlement tools and consider which are the most appropriate 
to resolve such disputes.

CAN SANCTIONS BE IMPOSED ON SWFs?

Sanctions have a different nature, being usually divided into 
multilateral sanctions and unilateral sanctions. International 
or multilateral organisations issue the former to prevent 
breaches of international law and threats against international 
peace and / or human rights. Individual States issue unilateral 
sanctions and are usually driven by geo-political concerns.268 

Despite their different nature and goals, sanctions impact 
a variety of business organisations, including SWFs. Direct 
sanctions on a company can harm business prospects by 
restricting the ability of the company to deal with its money 
and assets and cause foreign banks to become less likely 
to loan or lend credit to the company. Sanctions may also 
reduce the attractiveness of the company to investors.

Sanctions can also indirectly impact companies – and, 
therefore, SWFs – as follows: 

• sanctions on one company may also impact other 
companies which own stakes in, or have business 
arrangements with the affected company; and

• sanctions on a particular country can impact the 
companies operating within the territory or restrictions  
in the movement of that country’s assets.

How is the National Development Fund of Iran  
impacted by sanctions?

The National Development Fund of Iran is a SWF established 
by the government of former Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad in 2010 succeeded the dissolved Oil 
Stabilisation Fund. It saves the surplus of annual oil sales 
with a view to using them in years of low oil revenue or in 
the general budget in the event of a deficit, and to stimulate 
the private economic sector and infrastructure sectors and 
development projects through funding loans and grants.269 

Iran is under economic sanctions imposed by:

• the US; and 

• the UN in response to its nuclear programme.270 

When the US re-imposed sanctions on Iran’s energy sector, 
it provided six-month waivers to eight countries. However, 
the waivers required Iran to receive most of its oil revenue in 
non-convertible currencies – such as the Indian rupee and 
Turkish lira – and deposit them in escrow accounts, thereby 
preventing Tehran from allocating them to the National 
Development Fund. 
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In early 2019, the Iranian Parliament’s Research Centre 
announced that it would add no new money to the NDF in the 
next budget year. The budget also reduced the planned allocation 
of Iran’s oil and gas revenues to the National Development 
Fund from 34 percent of total revenues to 20 percent.271 

Further, sanctions imposed in September 2019 specifically 
included the freezing of any assets belonging to three Iranian 
institutions in the US, and the termination of any financial 
transactions between these entities and any American citizen, 
bank or company. Therefore, these limitations and risks are a 
strong deterrent to do business with Iranian entities, including 
the National Development Fund.272 

How is the LIA impacted by sanctions?

The LIA is a SWF established on 28 August 2006 (during the 
former Gaddafi regime) to manage the surplus of the Libyan 
oil revenues.273 It controls a number of entities including 
LAFICO; the Libyan African Investment Company (LAICO), 
the Libyan African Investment Portfolio (LAP); the Long-Term 
Investment Portfolio (LTP); and the Libyan Local Investment 
and Development Fund (LLIDF) (some of which have been 
affected by sanctions, as discussed below). LIA’s subsidiaries 
held investments in different western markets and retained a 
high degree of autonomy in their investment strategies after 
LIA’s establishment.274

In 2011, when the Gaddafi regime was still in place, the UN 
introduced an arms embargo, a travel ban and an assets 
freeze in connection with the situation in Libya. This was 
by way of Resolution No 1970 (2011) of the UN Security 
Council.275 The travel ban and the assets freeze targeted 
specific individuals and entities.276 Resolution No 1970 (2011) 
was subsequently amended and modified by Resolution No 
1973 of 2011 which included the LIA on the list of individuals 
and entities subject to the asset freeze on the grounds that it 
was ‘[u]nder control of Muammar Qadhafi and his family, and 
potential source of funding for his regime’.277

In September 2011, shortly after the fall of the Gaddafi regime 
and the beginning of a process of democratic transition in 
Libya, the UN Security Council eased or lifted some of the 
afore-said measures. However, some of the prior measures 
remained in place, including the asset freeze in relation to 
assets held by the LIA outside of Libya.278 This was done 
with a view to ‘ensur[ing] that assets frozen pursuant to 
Resolutions 1970 (2011) and 1973 (2011) shall as soon 
as possible be made available to and for the benefit of the 
people of Libya’.279 

Thereafter, a number of new UN Resolutions amended or 
modified the aforesaid Resolutions.280 The LIA has since 

remained on the list of sanctioned entities.281 Further to the 
sanctions imposed at the UN Security Council level, sanctions 
have been imposed on the LIA also by the EU282 as well as by 
national Governments, including the UK.283 

Reportedly, this has in turn, had repercussions on the 
companies in the LIA’s portfolio, including, for instance, 
UniCredit: at the time, the LIA was a shareholder in UniCredit 
and, reportedly, as a result of the freezing of the LIA’s assets, 
UniCredit struggled to raise capital.284

Subsidiaries of the LIA have also faced sanctions as a  
result of the sanctions against the LIA.285 Under Resolution 
1970 (2011): 

Member States shall freeze without delay all funds, other 
financial assets and economic resources which are on 
their territories, which are owned or controlled, directly or 
indirectly, by the individuals or entities listed in annex II of 
this resolution or designated by the Committee established 
pursuant to paragraph 24 below, or by individuals or entities 
acting on their behalf or at their direction, or by entities 
owned or controlled by them, and decides further that all 
Member States shall ensure that any funds, financial assets 
or economic resources are prevented from being made 
available by their nationals or by any individuals or entities 
within their territories, to or for the benefit of the individuals 
or entities listed in Annex II of this resolution or individuals 
designated by the Committee.286 

Similar provisions targeting the LIA’s subsidiaries have  
been introduced and applied, for example, at the EU level, 
with a number of the LIA’s subsidiaries being affected by  
the sanctions.287 

The legal position regarding entities controlled by LIA 
remains, however, unclear. In an ‘Implementation Assistance 
Notice’ released by the Security Council Committee 
established pursuant to Resolution No 1970, it is stated that:
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… subsidiaries of the LIA and the LAIP are not subject 
to the asset freeze measure. Therefore, Member States 
are not obligated to keep frozen assets of entities owned 
or controlled, either wholly or partially, by the LIA and the 
LAIP. The Committee would like to encourage Member 
States to consult closely with the Libyan authorities to 
ensure that any previously-frozen assets are unfrozen in 
a responsible and coordinated manner. … The Committee 
would like to recall that, at the time of the adoption of 
resolution 1970 (2011), the Security Council expressed  
its intent to ensure that frozen assets would be made 
available at a later stage to and for the benefit of the  
Libyan people.288

The LIA has attempted to get the UN sanctions, at least 
in part, lifted 289 and challenged their legality in different 
domestic jurisdictions.290 The LIA stressed the impact of 
these sanctions, saying that the sanctions have cost it USD 
4.1 billion as of December 2020.291 Notably as a result of 
the freezing of its assets under sanction, the LIA has been 
unable to divest itself of its loss-making assets, a predicament 
compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic.292 Sanctions have 
also prevented competing factions that were aiming to control 
LIA from accessing LIA assets.293 

How are Russian SWFs impacted by sanctions?

Various US sanctions targeted Russian SWFs. In 2015, the 
Russian Direct Investment Fund (‘RDIF’) was placed on a 
US treasury sanctions list that prevents US individuals and 
businesses from making loans to or buying equity in the 
fund.294 This measure was justified by RDIF’s ties to the 
Russian development bank Vnesheconombank and part of 
the US response to the annexation of Crimea.

In 2018, when asked about the potential expansion of US 
sanctions, Mr Kirill Dmitriev (the chief executive of RDIF) 
was optimistic of the fund’s prospects citing 12 new deals 
including 6 with France and stating:

As a sovereign wealth fund, sanctioning us strongly would 
create a precedent for other sovereign wealth funds to 
really pull their money out of the US economy …

We believe that, frankly, sanctions are just a ridiculous  
thing to begin with, and business is against sanctions.  
But regardless of that we’ll continue to work with top 
investors all over the world.295

Moreover, in 2017, the RDIF announced it had created a USD 
10 billion joint investment fund for investment in infrastructure 
and development projects.296

In April 2021, the US Department of the Treasury’s Office of 
Foreign Assets Control issued a new directive which prohibits 

US financial institutions, as of 14 June 2021, from either:

• participating in the primary market for ‘new’ ruble and non-
ruble denominated bonds issued by, among others, Russia’s 
NWF (Russia’s principal sovereign wealth fund); or 

• lending ruble or non-ruble denominated funds to the NWF.297

The full impact of these latest sanctions remains to be seen. 
However, in February and March 2021, the Russian Ministry 
of Finance changed the structure of the NWF, investing a fifth 
of the funds in Chinese yuan and Japanese yen. According to 
the NWF, the shares of the dollar and the euro in the currency 
structure of the NWF have been reduced from 45% to 35%.298 

How are SWFs impacted by US sanctions against  
Chinese firms?

Other than risks and challenges associated with SWFs 
themselves, SWFs are also susceptible to the effects of 
sanctions more generally as any other investor. For example, 
in November 2020, the US announced sanctions against 
Chinese companies alleged to be supporting the Chinese 
military.299 This has had a material downward effect on stock 
prices of some Chinese companies. Reportedly, this has 
resulted in corresponding losses for SWFs with stakes in 
these companies, including:

• Norway’s GPFG which owned stakes in China Telecom, 
China Mobile, Xiaomi, China National Offshore Oil 
Corporation and China Unicom Hong Kong as part of a 
broader USD 35 billion Chinese equity portfolio; and

• Singapore’s GIC which has a 10% stake in China 
Telecom’s Hong Kong-listed ‘H’ shares and holds roughly 
1.4% of Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
Corporation in mainland China A- and H-shares.300 

HOW IS RESPONSIBLE INVESTING AND BUSINESS 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS RELEVANT TO SWFs?

In recent years, the responsible business conduct and 
human rights responsibilities of business enterprises have 
become increasingly important, including for institutional 
investors such as SWFs. SWFs by their nature act as 
long-term investors ‘… with the aim of leaving a legacy and 
safeguarding national wealth for future generations’, and 
may therefore be expected to direct their investment policy 
towards more responsible firms which adopt policies aimed  
at sustainability.301 

Although the Santiago Principles do not address responsible 
practices directly, Principle 22 sets out a general requirement 
that SWFs ‘should have a framework that identifies, 
assesses, and manages the risks of its operations’.302  
A number of initiatives and frameworks have been developed 

What should SWFs expect in a changing world?
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over the years dealing with corporate social responsibility and 
business and human rights, which are applicable to SWFs. 

A global normative framework was established by the UN 
to deal with corporate social responsibility, known as the 
UN Global Compact. It has been defined as ‘… a strategic 
policy initiative for businesses that are committed to aligning 
their operations and strategies with the universally accepted 
principles in the areas of human rights, labour, environment 
and anti-corruption’.303 A few SWFs have joined the UN Global 
Compact, including the Norwegian GPFG, New Zealand’s 
Superannuation Fund and the National Pension Reserve 
Fund of Ireland.304

In 2006, a group of institutional investors in partnership with 
the UN Environmental Program Finance Initiative and the UN 
Global Company published the UN-PRI to help signatories 
to integrate economic, social and governance (‘ESG’) issues 
into their strategic decision-making process and investment 
practices. In particular, Principle 1 of the UN-PRI requires 
signatories to ‘incorporate ESG issues into investment 
analysis and decision-making processes’. In turn, Principle 
2 requires signatories to be ‘active owners and incorporate 
ESG issues into [their] ownership policies and practices’.  
At least a few SWFs were among the founding signatories  
of the UN-PRI, namely the Ireland Strategic-Investment Fund, 
New Zealand’s Superannuation Fund, the Caisse des dépȏts 
et consignations of France, the Norwegian GPFG, and the 
Government Pension Fund of Thailand.305 The Khazanah 
Nasional Berhad of Malaysia subsequently joined the group  
in February 2017.306 

Since 2011, the UN Guiding Principles serve as a framework 
which focuses primarily on the impact of companies on 
human rights through direct investment. According to the UN 
Guiding Principles, all businesses, including and especially 
SOEs and SWFs, have a responsibility to respect human 
rights. The UN Guiding Principles set out three channels 
for addressing human rights violations: (i) the State’s duty 
to protect human rights;307 (ii) the corporate responsibility to 
respect human rights wherever they operate;308 and (iii) the 
State’s duty to ensure that effective remedies are available  
for victims of corporate human rights abuses.309 

Given their significant market power and their influence, it 
might be argued that SWFs have an additional responsibility 
under the UN Guiding Principles to prevent or mitigate human 
rights abuses that may arise through their investments, even 
where they have not directly contributed to them. To this effect, 
the Commentary to the UN Guiding Principles, expects that  
‘[i]f the business enterprise has leverage to prevent or mitigate 
the adverse [human rights] impact, it should exercise it’.310 

Moreover, if State-owned and controlled, the harm that 
may be caused whether directly or indirectly by a SWF’s 
investment could even trigger the international responsibility 
of its home State. The UN Guiding Principles recognise that 
a State has a duty to ‘take additional steps to protect against 
human rights abuses by business enterprises that are owned 
or controlled by the State, or that receive substantial support 
and services from State agencies’.311 Professor John Ruggie, 
the Special Representative for Business and Human Rights, 
emphasised the important role that SoEs, including SWFs, 
should have in promoting human rights and the potential 
impact that any human rights harm caused by them may have 
on the State in question. He noted in this respect:

In principle, inducing a rights-respecting corporate culture 
should be easier to achieve in State-owned enterprises 
(SOEs). Senior management in SOEs is typically appointed 
by and reports to State entities. Indeed, the State itself 
may be held responsible under international law for the 
internationally wrongful acts of its SOEs if they can be 
considered State organs or are acting on behalf, or under 
the orders, of the State. Beyond any legal obligations, 
human rights harm caused by SOEs reflects directly on 
the State’s reputation, providing it with an incentive in the 
national interest to exercise greater oversight. Much the 
same is true of sovereign wealth funds and the human 
rights impacts of their investments.312

To promote further responsible investment and human 
rights by institutional investors such as SWFs, the OCED 
also published in March 2017 a Guidance on Responsible 
Business Conduct for Institutional Investors to support them 
in preventing or addressing ‘adverse impacts related to 
human and labour rights, the environment, and corruption in 
their investment portfolios’.313

Although these frameworks are not binding and may be 
seen as having limited direct adoption amongst SWFs, some 
of the largest SWFs have taken positive steps to promote 
sustainability and responsible investment. 

Endorsing the ESG framework, six of the major SWFs 
established a group known as the ‘One Planet Sovereign 
Wealth Fund Working Group’ in December 2017 in order  
‘to accelerate efforts to integrate financial risks and 

What should SWFs expect in a changing world?

Although the Santiago Principles do not 
address responsible practices directly, 
Principle 22 sets out a general requirement 
that SWFs ‘should have a framework that 
identifies, assesses, and manages the risks 
of its operations’. 
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opportunities related to climate change in the management 
of large, long-term asset’.314 This group of six SWFs 
collectively govern over USD 2 trillion and are considered to 
be ‘uniquely positioned to promote long-term value creation 
and sustainable market outcomes’. As a result, they have 
committed to ‘develop an [ESG Framework] to address 
climate change issues, including methods and indicators 
that can inform investors’ priorities as shareholders and 
participants in financial markets’.315 

Indeed, in July 2018, the One Planet Sovereign Wealth Fund 
Framework articulated the following three core principles: 

Alignment building climate change considerations, which are 
aligned with the SWF’s investment horizons, into 
decision-making; 

Ownership  encouraging companies to address material 
climate change issues in their governance, 
business strategy and planning, risk management 
and public reporting to promote value creation; and 

Integration integrating the consideration of climate change-
related risks and opportunities into investment 
management to improve the resilience of long-
term investment portfolios.316 

Having generated further consensus, another nine members 
of the international forum of SWFs endorsed the One Planet 
Sovereign Wealth Fund Framework and its principles in 
November 2020, allegedly increasing the commitment of SWFs 
to build climate change into their investment decisions.317 

Beyond considerations of climate change, some SWFs  
ave also actively taken actions to ensure compliance  
more generally with the international standards contained  
in the above discussed frameworks. In 2020, Global  
SWF established the GSR Scoreboard, which has  
become an important tool of analysis of the Governance,  
Sustainability and Resilience efforts undertaken by  
State-Owned Investors.318

The Norwegian GPFG – the largest SWF in the world – 
has been a leading influencer of responsible investment, 
exercising normative pressure on private investors. The 
GPFG has published statements of its policies embedding its 
commitment to ‘participate in the development of international 
standards and expect[s] the companies [it] invest[s] in to 
comply with them’.319 The Norwegian Parliament and Ministry 
of Finance have laid down rules for the management of 
the GPFG and delegated responsibility for its management 
to Norges Bank. An independent Council on Ethics, which 
sends its recommendations to Norges Bank, has also been 
established to perform ethical evaluations of companies in 
which the GPFG invests.320 Amongst its goals, the GPFG 

also promotes respect for children’s rights, climate change, 
water management, human rights, tax and transparency, 
anti-corruption practices and ocean sustainability and expects 
companies within their portfolio to address all these global 
challenges in their corporate governance.321 

An example of GPFG’s implementation of these ethics 
is the recent blacklisting of shares in a British security 
company, G4S, due to the risk of human rights violations 
against the company’s workforce. The GPFG’s Council of 
Ethics, which monitors its investments considered there 
was an ‘unacceptable risk of the company contributing to 
systematic human rights violations’. Although the Council had 
not officially considered whether G4S used forced labour it 
considered that ‘the company’s practice – in the worse cases 
– could place workers under constraint’ particularly due to 
G4S’ use of migrant workers for contracts across countries 
which had restrictive labour practices.322 

Australia’s SWF Future Fund has similarly endorsed an ESG 
policy published on its website which is integrated into its 
investment decision making to effectively manage ‘material 
financial and reputational risks and opportunities related to 
environmental, social and governance issues’.323 Its ESG 
framework also integrates modern slavery ‘to guide how these 
risks are identified and managed across the investment portfolio, 
including in [its] due diligence activities, external manager 
monitoring and engagement activities with investee entities’.324

The New Zealand Superannuation Fund also has a 
responsible investment policy framework published on its 
website, which integrates consideration of ESG issues into 
its decision-making process. The framework adopts all the 
principles of the UN Global Compact and other good practice 
standards, including human rights, labour, environment  
and anti-corruption.325

A number of other SWFs have endorsed ESG and 
sustainability policies to their long-term investments. By 
way of example, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority which 
runs the Hong Kong Monitory Authority Investment Portfolio 
– the seventh largest SWF – has a responsible investment 
policy which takes into account the impact of ESG factors 
on its long-term investment returns and its sustainability 
and which isalso included in their selection, appointment 
and monitoring of its external managers.326 Singapore’s 
GIC has adopted a general sustainability policy and has an 
established Sustainability Committee to implement the SWF’s 
sustainability framework and to monitor and respond to ESG 
issues.327 Temasek, Singapore’s second largest SWF, also 
has a mainstreaming sustainability policy which similarly 
incorporates ESG considerations into their investment 
decision-making and management.328 

What should SWFs expect in a changing world?
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Withers has a leading specialist public international law and international arbitration 
practice, with more than 20 lawyers worldwide based across London, New York, Milan, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and the British Virgin Islands. Our global firm, established in 
1896, has 18 offices worldwide and is headquartered in London, our largest office.

Our expertise spans the entire spectrum of public international law, ranging from  
State-State disputes before the International ICJ and ad hoc arbitral tribunals to 
advising on human rights disputes (including before UN committees) and international 
law in national courts. We have extensive experience and an outstanding track record 
as counsel and advocates successfully representing clients in matters concerning 
human rights litigation, international humanitarian law, international economic law 
(both investment treaty arbitration disputes and trade law / WTO matters), the law of 
the sea (including maritime delimitation), international environmental law, the law of 
international organisations and sanctions. We act as strategic advisors, conducting 
our own oral advocacy in public international law and human rights matters. The 
team provides training and advice on treaty and legislation drafting. We also serve as 
arbitrators and are prominent as thought leaders in the field.

Withers also has a preeminent investor-State arbitration practice representing sovereign 
States and is experienced as counsel in litigation on issues of State / sovereign immunity. 
Our dedicated team works with clients around the world to resolve investor-State 
disputes under all the major arbitration rules, as well as ad hoc arbitrations across 
a wide range of sectors including oil and gas, natural resources, infrastructure, 
manufacturing, technology and finance. 

Withers’ dedicated group is part of a wider Arbitration and Litigation Division consisting 
of more than 170 lawyers based across Europe, Asia-Pacific, and the Americas. 
Our multilingual team members are fluent in numerous languages including English, 
Mandarin, French, Arabic, Italian, Turkish, Russian, Ukrainian, German and Spanish, 
and are admitted to practice in many jurisdictions around the globe and qualified 
in both common and civil law jurisdictions, with extensive experience working in 
international organisations and emerging markets. 

Withers A leading law firm for public international law

The team combines technical knowledge…
with clarity of strategic direction and 
impressive project management skills,  
as well as excellent customer focus and  
sound judgment. 

Mr Thomas Le Feuvre 
Head of International Agreements 
Government of Jersey

Withers LLP has a team which is responsive, 
expert and willing to go the extra mile for 
their clients…Their services were tailored 
and outstanding. I was impressed particularly 
by the wealth of experience on offer. 

Legal 500 UK, 2021

Withers LLP
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The British Institute of International and Comparative Law is one of the leading 
independent research centres for international and comparative law in the world. Its 
high-quality research projects, seminars and publications encompass almost all areas of 
public and private international law, comparative law and European law.

Established in 1958 by Lord Denning, Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, Lord Shawcross and a 
number of other distinguished legal practitioners and academics, it works to develop 
and advance the understanding of international and comparative law as well as the rule 
of law in the UK and around the world. Through its work, it seeks to improve decision-
making, which will help to make the world a better place and have a positive impact on 
people’s daily lives.

Through the leadership of its Directors and the guidance of its Presidents, Lord Denning, 
Lord Goff, Lord Bingham, Dame Rosalyn Higgins and its current President, Lord Phillips, 
this independent institute, unaffiliated to any government, university or other institution, 
has become a world leading authority on international and comparative law and the rule 
of law. BIICL’s International and Comparative Law Quarterly was the first journal to offer 
the reader coverage of comparative law as well as public and private international law.

BIICL includes within it the innovative Bingham Centre for the Rule of Law, which has a 
particular focus on the many rule of law issues worldwide. The Institute further enhances 
its research activities through three specialist Forums: the Competition Law Forum, the 
Product Liability Forum and the Investment Treaty Forum. These expert groups draw 
their membership from leading lawyers with a serious engagement in these areas.

The Investment Treaty Forum was founded as a part of BIICL in 2004 to serve as  
a global centre for serious high level debate in the field of international investment law. 
The Forum is a membership-based group, bringing together some of the most expert 
and experienced lawyers, business managers, policy najers, academics and officials 
working in the field. Like BIICL itself, the Forum has a reputation for independence,  
even-handedness and academic rigour. The Forum membership is by invitation only. 

 

The British Institute  
of International and 
Comparative Law

BIICL

Throughout its existence, BIICL has been 
a unique organisation, making a vital 
contribution to international security  
and prosperity by influencing debate,  
legal reform and policy making. 

Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbury,  
former President of the UK Supreme Court 
Chair of the 60+ BIICL Appeal

BIICL’s reputation for combining rigorous 
research and analysis with the practical 
application of the law, and the respect in  
which it is held by important stakeholders,  
made them an obvious partner for us. 

Michael Meyer 
Head of International Law 
British Red Cross
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Contact information

Withers LLP

20 Old Bailey
London
EC4M 7AN
United Kingdom

+44 20 7597 6000
enquiries.uk@withersworldwide.com
withersworldwide.com

British Institute of International  
and Comparative Law

Charles Clore House
17 Russell Square
London WC1B 5JP
United Kingdom

+44 20 7862 5151
info@biicl.org
biicl.org

Contact
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Institution Definition Characteristics

European Union ‘Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWFs) are generally defined 
as state-owned investment vehicles, which manage 
a diversified portfolio of domestic and international 
financial assets. … The distinguishing feature of SWFs 
from other investment vehicles is that they are state-
funded. In general, SWFs are funded from accumulated 
foreign-exchange reserves in their sponsor countries, 
but are managed separately from the official reserves. 
Typically, SWFs have a diversified investment strategy, 
with a higher level of risk accepted in search of higher 
returns. SWF portfolios include a wider range of financial 
assets, including fixed-income securities but also 
equities, real estate and alternative investments’.329

• Investment fund
• State-owned
• Separately managed from  

official reserves
• Higher risk profile
• Domestic investment
• International investment
• Funded from foreign-exchange reserves

International 
Monetary Fund

‘Although there is no universally agreed-upon definition, 
SWFs can generally be defined as special investment 
funds created or owned by governments to hold foreign 
assets for long-term purposes’.330

• Investment fund
• State-owned
• International investment
• Long-term outlook

International 
Forum of 
Sovereign Wealth 
Funds 

(then the 
International 
Working Group of 
Sovereign Wealth 
Funds)  
 

‘SWFs are defined as special purpose investment funds 
or arrangements, owned by the general government. 
Created by the general government for macroeconomic 
purposes, SWFs hold, manage, or administer assets 
to achieve financial objectives, and employ a set of 
investment strategies which include investing in foreign 
financial assets. The SWFs are commonly established 
out of balance of payments surpluses, official foreign 
currency operations, the proceeds of privatizations, 
fiscal surpluses, and/or receipts resulting from 
commodity exports’.331

‘This definition excludes, inter alia, foreign currency 
reserve assets held by monetary authorities for the 
traditional balance of payments or monetary policy 
purposes, operations of state-owned enterprises in the 
traditional sense, government-employee pension funds, 
or assets managed for the benefit of individuals’.332

• Investment fund
• State-owned
• International investment
• Financial objectives
• Funded from commodity
• Funded from surpluses
• Funded from balance surpluses

Definition excludes:
• Assets managed for the benefit  

of individuals
• Foreign currency reserve assets  

held by monetary authorities for monetary 
policy purposes

• Government-employee pension funds
• Traditional state-owned enterprises

International 
Forum of 
Sovereign  
Wealth Funds

‘The definition of a SWF has never been fully agreed 
by all experts or all institutions involved with them or 
following them’.333

Annex 1
INSTITUTIONAL DEFINITIONS OF SWFs
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Institution Definition Characteristics

Monitor Company 
Group and 
Fondazione Eni 
Enrico Mattei 
(FEEM)

A sovereign wealth fund is an investment fund that 
meets five criteria:

1. It is owned directly by a sovereign government
2. It is managed independently of other state financial 

institutions
3. It does not have predominant explicit pension 

obligations
4. It invests in a diverse set of financial asset  

classes in pursuit of commercial returns
5. It has made a significant proportion of its  

publicly-reported investments internationally’.334

• State-owned
• Separately managed
• No explicit pension obligations
• Diverse asset class
• Commercial returns
• International investment 

OECD working 
paper

‘Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWFs) are pools of 
assets owned and managed directly or indirectly by 
governments to achieve national objectives. They may 
be funded by: 

• foreign exchange reserves; 
• the sale of scarce resources such as oil; or 
• from general tax and other revenue. 

There are a number of potential objectives of SWFs, 
which are not always easy to attribute to a particular 
fund; and some funds may have more than one of the 
distinguishable objectives. Some of these are: 

• to diversify assets; 
• to get a better return on reserves; 
• to provide for pensions in the future; 
• to provide for future generations when natural 

resources run out; 
• price stabilisation schemes; 
• to promote industrialisation; and 
• to promote strategic and political objectives’.335

• Pool of assets
• State-owned
• Funded by foreign exchange reserves
• Funded by natural resources
• Funded by taxation and other revenue
• Commercial returns
• State pension obligations
• Promote political objectives

INSTITUTIONAL DEFINITIONS OF SWFs
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Institution Definition Characteristics

Global SFW A SWF is ‘an investment vehicle owned by a national 
or regional government that buys, holds, and sells 
securities and/or assets on behalf of its citizenry in 
pursuit of financial and/or economic returns’.336 

Global SWF further classifies SWFs according to their 
investment mandates into three different categories:

stabilization or ‘rainy-day’ funds that act as buffer 
mechanisms, benefitting from fiscal surpluses in good 
years and covering fiscal deficits in times of uncertainty 
and market shocks (e.g. Azerbaijan’s SOFAZ, 
Botswana’s Pula Fund and Chile’s ESSF);

savings or future generations funds that have no explicit 
obligations and are designed to ensure the transfer 
of wealth in the long term (e.g. Abu Dhabi’s ADIA, 
Norway’s NBIM and Singapore’s GIC); and 

strategic or development funds that combine a financial 
goal with an economic mission, contributing to the 
development of the domestic economy and/or catalysing 
foreign capital, (e.g. Ireland’s ISIF, Malaysia’s Khazanah 
and Russia’s RDIF).337

Certain funds are actually ‘asset managers’ that manage 
capital on behalf of ‘asset owners’.338 Certain SWFs may 
have more than one mandate, e.g., Nigeria’s NSIA is 
divided into three sub-funds: a stabilization fund, a future 
generations fund, and an infrastructure development fund.339

• State owned
• Active investors
• Financial returns

SWFI ‘A Sovereign Wealth Fund (SWF) is a state-owned 
investment fund or entity that is commonly established from:

• Balance of payments surpluses
• Official foreign currency operations
• The proceeds of privatizations
• Governmental transfer payments
• Fiscal surpluses
• And/or receipts resulting from resource exports

The definition of sovereign wealth fund excludes, among 
other things:

• Foreign currency reserve assets held by monetary 
authorities for the traditional balance of payments or 
monetary policy purposes

• State-owned enterprises (SOEs) in the traditional sense
• Government-employee pension funds (funded by 

employee/employer contributions)
• Or assets managed for the benefit of individuals’.340

• State owned
• Investment fund

INSTITUTIONAL DEFINITIONS OF SWFs
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Institution Definition Characteristics

Global projects 
center

‘What makes SWFs an attractive match for the financing 
of sustainable development, is their intrinsic long-term 
and large scale nature. Because of their unique set up, 
SWFs tend to have longer term or well-defined liabilities, 
which enable them to invest in more illiquid assets’.341 

‘The term “sovereign wealth fund” is generally known 
as a pool of state-owned financial assets that are being 
managed (invested) for specific economic purposes’.342

‘Generally speaking, SWFs have lower short-term 
liabilities compared to other institutional investors such 
as pension funds and endowments’.343

• State owned
• Long-term outlook
• Short-term and well-defined liabilities
• Specific economic purposes

INSTITUTIONAL DEFINITIONS OF SWFs
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Annex 2
TWENTY LARGEST SWFs AS AT 22 AUGUST 2021344

# Name
Total assets in  
USD billion

Region

1 Norges Bank Investment Management / Government Pension 
Fund Global (NBIM / GPFG, Norway)345

1,365 Europe

2 China Investment Corporation (CIC, China)346 1,208 Asia

3 State Administration of Foreign Exchange Investment Company 
(SAFE IC, China)

817 Asia

4 GIC Private Limited (GIC, Singapore)347 744 Asia

5 Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA, Kuwait)348 693 Middle East

6 Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA, UAE)349 686 Middle East

7 Hong Kong Monetary Authority Exchange Fund  
(HKMA EF, Hong Kong)350

520 Asia

8 National Council for Social Security Fund (NCSSF, China)351 452 Asia

9 Public Investment Fund (PIF, Saudi Arabia)352 430 Middle East

10 Qatar Investment Authority (QIF, Qatar)353 366 Middle East

11 Investment Corporation of Dubai (ICD, UAE)354 302 Middle East

12 Temasek Holdings (Temasek, Singapore)355 283 Asia

13 Mubadala Investment Company PJSC (Mubadala, UAE)356 243 Middle East

14 National Wealth Fund (NWF, Russian Federation)357 186 Europe / Asia

15 Korea Investment Corporation (KIC, Korea)358 183 Asia

16 Future Fund Management Agency (Future Fund, Australia)359 172 Australia and Pacific

17 Abu Dhabi Developmental Holding Company (ADQ, UAE)360 110 Middle East

18 Queensland Investment Corporation (QIC, Australia)361 93 Australia and Pacific

19 New South Wales Treasury Corporation (TCorp, Australia)362 91 Australia and Pacific

20 Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation (APFC, USA)363 81 North America

Annex 2
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Annex 3
CORPORATE STRUCTURES OF THE 10 BIGGEST SWFs364

Fund# Zone Constitution Subsidairies SPVs Govnerance model Govnerance 
relations

Norges Bank 
Investment 
Management 
/ Government 
Pension Fund 
Global (NBIM 
/ GPFG, 
Norway)

Europe Fund managed 
by Norges 
Bank through 
Norges Bank 
Investment 
Management357

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

Norges Bank Investment Management, 
a branch of the Central Bank, manages 
the fund.366

Parliament has laid down the 
formal framework for the fund in the 
Government Pension Fund Act.367

Ministry of Finance has overall 
responsibility for the fund and issues 
guidelines for its management.368

Executive Board advises the 
Ministry on investment strategy for 
the investment portfolio. Advice shall 
be provided upon request from the 
Ministry but can also be provided on the 
initiative of the Norges Bank.369

CEO of Norges Bank has overall 
responsibility for implementing 
requirements defined by the Executive 
Board. The CEO sets policies 
and delegates mandates and job 
descriptions to the leader group of 
Norges Bank.370

Leader group at Norges Bank sets 
guidelines and delegates work tasks 
and investment mandates within their 
delegated areas of responsibility.371

The Ministry 
of Finance 
has overall 
responsibility 
for the fund 
and has issued 
guidelines for its 
management in 
the management 
mandate.372

China 
Investment 
Corporation 
(CIC, China)

Asia Company 
established 
as a vehicle 
to diversify 
China’s foreign 
exchange 
holdings 
and seeks 
maximum 
returns for its 
shareholder 
within 
acceptable risk 
tolerance.373

CIC has three 
subsidiaries: 
(1) CIC 
International 
Co, Ltd (CIC 
International). 
The CIC 
International 
has two 
overseas 
Branches: CIC 
International 
(Hong Kong) 
Co, Ltd 
and CIC 
Representative 
Office in New 
York.
(2) CIC Capital 
Corporation 
(CIC Capital); 
and
(3) Central 
Huijin 
Investment 
Ltd. (Central 
Huijin).374

Data not 
publicly 
available

Board of Directors discharges its 
responsibilities as specified by China’s 
Company Law, including development 
strategies, operational guidelines and 
investment plans; preparing annual 
budget and accounts; providing 
coordination and guidance; formulating 
risk management and internal 
control policies and supervising their 
implementation; appointing and removing 
senior management; and deciding on or 
authorising the establishment of internal 
management bodies.375

Board of Supervisors is responsible 
for monitoring the directors’ and 
executives’ business practices and 
professional ethics to ensure the 
effectiveness of CIC’s supervisory 
procedures. It is also responsible for 
conducting internal audits, selecting 
external auditors, and monitoring the 
company’s accounting and finance.376

Executive Committee is, in 
association with the previous bodies, 
responsible for decisions on basic 
rules, institutional adjustments, 
operating mechanisms, performance 
evaluations, and remuneration.377

State Council exercises shareholder’s 
rights on behalf of the State.378

CIC is a wholly 
State-owned 
company.379

Articles of 
Association 
state that: ‘[t]
he Company 
shall separate 
its commercial 
activities from 
governmental 
functions, make 
its business 
decisions 
independently 
and operate 
based on 
commercial 
grounds’.380
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CORPORATE STRUCTURES OF THE 10 BIGGEST SWFs364

Fund# Zone Constitution Subsidairies SPVs Govnerance model Govnerance 
relations

State 
Administration 
of Foreign 
Exchange 
Investment 
Company 
(SAFE IC, 
China)

Asia Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not publicly available Data not publicly 
available

GIC Private 
Limited 
(Singapore)

Asia Private 
company381

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

Board of Directors is responsible for 
asset allocation and performance of 
the total portfolio. The Management 
executes investment strategies and 
regularly discusses overall portfolio 
performance with the GIC Board.382

International Advisory Board 
provides perspectives on geopolitical, 
economic and market developments 
and, in particular, the medium- to 
long-term outlook for investment 
opportunities around the world.383

Board Committees support the 
Board in overseeing critical areas 
including strategic asset allocation, 
investment process, risk, audit, and 
human resource and organisational 
development.384

Advisor Emeritus is composed of 
experts and industry practitioners.385

It is wholly owned 
by the Singapore 
government. 
GIC is directly 
responsible to 
the President 
of Singapore 
in many key 
areas.386 
The GIC 
Board is also 
accountable to 
the Government 
represented by 
the Ministry of 
Finance.387

The GIC 
Board and the 
International 
Advisory 
Committee 
are chaired 
by several 
ministers.388

GIC invests 
funds on 
behalf of the 
Government of 
Singapore and 
does not own 
the assets.389

Kuwait 
Investment 
Authority  
(KIA, Kuwait)

Middle 
East

Independent 
public 
authority390

Data not 
publicly 
available

KIA invests 
mostly 
through 
external 
fund 
managers 
and has 
established 
a series of 
specialised 
stand-alone 
entities.391

Board of Directors is composed of 
the Minister of Finance, as Chairman, 
the Minister of Oil, the Undersecretary 
of the Ministry of Finance and the 
Governor of the Central Bank, as 
well as five other Kuwaiti members 
specialized in various fields of 
investment who are appointed by an 
Emiri Decree for a four-year term and 
can be re-appointed. At least three 
of the members should not hold any 
public office. The Board has complete 
independence in its decision-making 
process and is responsible for long-
term asset allocation and overall 
performance.392

Executive management formulates 
and executes investment strategies.393

Government 
Ministers and 
Governor of the 
Central Bank are 
part of the Board 
of Directors. 
However, KIA is 
an independent 
public authority 
and it complies 
with the rules 
and regulations 
of Kuwait’s 
Civil Services 
Commission 
and Ministry 
of Finance 
controllers.394
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Fund# Zone Constitution Subsidairies SPVs Govnerance model Govnerance 
relations

Abu Dhabi 
Investment 
Authority 
(ADIA, UAE)

Middle 
East 

Independent 
Government 
entity and 
investment 
institution395

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

Board of Directors responsible for 
setting ADIA’s strategy and risk-return 
parameters and meets periodically to 
review its performance.396 

Managing Directors has responsibility 
for implementing ADIA’s strategy and its 
investment and operational activities. 397

ADIA’s Directors 
are appointed 
by decree of 
the Ruler of the 
Emirate of Abu 
Dhabi.398 
ADIA’s current 
chair is H.H. 
Sheikh Khalifa 
bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, the 
President of the 
UAE and Emir of 
Abu Dhabi.399

However, ADIA 
conducts its 
investment 
activities without 
reference to the 
Government of 
Abu Dhabi and 
has no visibility 
on the spending 
requirements of 
the Government 
or the activities 
of other Abu 
Dhabi-owned 
investment 
entities.400

Hong Kong 
Monetary 
Authority 
Exchange 
Fund
(HKMA EF, 
Hong Kong)

Asia The Exchange 
Fund was 
established as 
a reserve to 
back the issue 
of Hong Kong’s 
banknotes and 
includes the 
Investment 
Portfolio.401 

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

The Exchange Fund is managed by the 
Monetary Authority, who is appointed by 
the Financial Secretary.402

The Financial 
Secretary, 
who appoints 
the Monetary 
Authority to 
manage the 
Exchange Fund 
(and, therefore, 
also the IP) 
is part of the 
Government 
of the Hong 
Kong Special 
Administrative 
Region.403

National 
Council 
for Social 
Security Fund 
(NCSSF, 
China)

Asia The National 
Council for 
Social Security 
Fund was 
established 
to manage 
the National 
Social Security 
Fund.404

The NCSSF is 
a Government 
agency directly 
under the State 
Council of 
the People’s 
Republic of 
China.405

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

Investment Committee provides the 
investment decision-making body. It is 
composed of permanent members and 
non-permanent member.406

Risk Management Committee  
provide the risk management that  
is accountable to the Chairman.407 
Expert Appraisal Committee selects 
investment managers or custodians. 
It proposes a list of candidates for 
investment managers and custodians 
and submits the list to NCSSF  
for approval.408

In addition, there are 11 permanent 
departments and an ‘Administrative 
Service Center’ with its independent 
accounting unit.409

It operates under 
the supervision 
of the State 
Council of the 
Popular Republic 
of China.410
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Fund# Zone Constitution Subsidairies SPVs Govnerance model Govnerance 
relations

Public 
Investment 
Fund (PIF, 
Saudi Arabia)

Middle 
East

The PIF has 
a ‘public legal 
personality’411

Data not 
publicly 
available

Data not 
publicly 
available

A Board of Directors supervises the 
Fund, including its management and 
affairs, and ensures its objectives 
are achieved and its powers are 
exercised.412 The Board is chaired 
by the Crown Prince, HRH Prince 
Mohammed Bin Salman Bin Abdulaziz, 
and several Ministers are Board 
members.413 The main functions or 
‘themes’ of the Board are strategy 
and planning; governance and 
oversight; regulation, recruitment and 
remuneration; reporting and monitoring; 
and investment.414

The Board is supported by various 
committees:  an Executive Committee, 
an Investment Committee, an Audit 
and Compliance Committee and a Risk 
Committee.415

PIF reports to 
the Council of 
Economic and 
Development 
Affairs 
(‘CEDA’).416 
The Crown The 
Prince is Deputy 
Prime Minister 
and Chairman 
of CEDA, 
Chairman 
of Board of 
Directors. In 
the Board 
of Directors 
there are other 
Ministers: 
Tourism, 
Finance, 
Commerce, 
Investment and 
the Minister 
of State and 
member of the 
Saudi Council of 
Ministers.417

Qatar 
Investment 
Authority (QIA, 
Qatar)

Middle 
East

QIA is ‘a 
savings 
fund without 
pre-defined 
liabilities and 
whose objective 
is investing for 
the benefit of 
Qatar’s future 
generations’418

QIA has 
several 
subsidiaries, 
including 
Qatar National 
Bank419

Data not 
publicly 
available

A Board of Directors manages QIA.420 QIA’s Board is 
composed of 
Government and 
State officials.421

Funds are 
assigned to the 
Authority by 
the Supreme 
Council for 
Economic Affairs 
and Investment, 
and the Ministry 
of Finance may 
assign additional 
funds or 
surpluses.422

Investment 
Corporation  
of Dubai  
(ICD, UAE)

Middle 
East

Investment 
Corporation

ICD has 
‘portfolio 
companies’423

Data not 
publicly 
available

Board of Directors provides overall 
the corporate governance affairs and 
related policies and procedures.424 
Various Committees: Investment, 
Executive; Audit; Remuneration, 
Management and Risk Management.425

ICD is ‘the 
principal 
investment 
arm of the 
Government of 
Dubai’ and the 
shareholder 
of ICD is the 
Government 
itself.426

The Chairman 
of the Board of 
Directors is the 
Crown Prince of 
Dubai and the 
Vice Chairman is 
the Deputy Ruler 
of Dubai.427 
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Annex 4
ANALYSIS OF CASE LAW INVOLVING SWFs 

# Case name, reference 
and date Summary

Litigation in England and Wales

1 National Bank of 
Kazakhstan and 
another v Bank of New 
York Mellon SA/NV, 
London Branch and 
others [2020] EWHC 
916 (Comm)

The case arises out an enforcement action that Anatolie Stati and others (the ‘Stati Parties’) 
brought against the Republic of Kazakhstan to enforce the Stati v Kazakhstan SCC Award rendered 
by an Arbitral Tribunal constituted under the Energy Charter Treaty. A Belgian Court issued an 
attachment order in favour of the Stati Parties in relation to assets held by Bank of New York Mellon 
SA/NV (‘BNY Mellon’)’s London branch under a Global Custody Agreement with the National 
Bank of Kazakhstan. The assets formed part of the National Fund of Kazakhstan, a SWF. BNY 
Mellon London froze the assets further to the Belgian Court’s Order. The Republic of Kazakhstan 
challenged this ruling in Belgium. The question that arose was whether the frozen assets belonged 
to the National Bank of Kazakhstan or the Republic of Kazakhstan (ie the SCC Award debtor). 
The Belgian Courts ‘referred’ the matter to the English Courts under their domestic procedural 
rules. In the ensuing proceedings before the English Courts, Kazakhstan sought a declaration that 
the funds were owned by its central bank and so should not be released to the Stati Parties. The 
Court held that, because BNY Mellon held the funds under the Global Custody Agreement with the 
National Bank of Kazakhstan (not the Republic of Kazakhstan), BNYM London had no obligation 
to pay any debt due under the GCA to the Republic of Kazakhstan. The underpinning issue of this 
case was whether the assets of the National Fund of Kazakhstan belonged to the National Bank 
of Kazakhstan or the Republic of Kazakhstan, not whether these funds were actually owned by the 
SWF itself (which was not even a party to the proceedings).

2 The Libyan Investment 
Authority v JP Morgan 
Markets Limited [2019] 
EWHC 1452 (Comm)

The LIA sued JP Morgan, alleging that a 2007 trade had been procured by fraud. The LIA moved 
for leave to serve process on two of the Defendants, Walid Mohamed Ali Al-Giahmi and Lands 
Company Ltd, out of the jurisdiction. The two Defendants moved to set aside the service on the 
grounds that the actions were barred by the statute of limitations. The Court granted the motion to 
set aside the service.

3 Mohamed v Breish and 
others [2019] EWHC 
306 (Comm)

Mohamed v Breish 
[2020] EWCA Civ 637

The case concerns Dr Mohamed’s application against various receiverships to seek inter alia 
a declaration that he had been validly appointed as the Chair of the LIA. In a Judgment on 
preliminary issues, Mr Justice Andrew Baker found that the applicant’s case revolved around two 
separate questions: who, as a matter of English law, was to be considered ‘executive authority and 
Government of Libya’ and if, as a matter of Libyan law, such a body was empowered to appoint the 
applicant under Article 6 of Law 13 of Libya. Mr Justice Andrew Baker answered the first question 
in the sense that the executive authority and the Government of Libya were, following the position 
of Her Majesty’s Government (under the ‘one voice’ principle – a point which was confirmed on 
appeal), Libya’s Presidency Council and the Government of National Accord. It considered that the 
question of interpretation of Law 13 fell to be dealt with at a subsequent phase of the proceedings. 

4 Libyan Investment 
Authority & Ors v 
Warwick Street (KS) 
LLP & Ors [2018] 
EWHC 2877 (Ch)

The underlying dispute concerned a joint venture for the construction of a hotel. The LIA paid a 
certain amount for a 50% share in a venture for the proposed development of two plots of land. 
The core of the LIA and the other Claimants’ claim is that they were persuaded to part with GBP 
10.5 million for a 50% stake in the joint venture (which was worth much less) through a letter, which 
contained fraudulent misrepresentations. This specific Judgment concerns two application by the 
Claimants’ to re-amend their particulars of claim (which the Court treated as one, referred to as the 
‘RAPOC’ application), and the application by one of the Defendant’s to strike out the claim form or 
the particulars of claim (or the RAPOC). His Honour Judge Simon Barker QC granted the RAPOC 
application but found that the re-amended claim had no real prospect of success.

5 Re Maud (No 2) Aabar 
Block SARL and 
another v Maud and 
others [2018] EWHC 
1414 (Ch)

This case concerned a petition for bankruptcy order submitted inter alia by Aabar Block Sarl an 
investment company controlled by the Abu Dhabi SWF. Previously, bankruptcy proceedings were 
brought against Maud resulting in a bankruptcy order in 2016 (under appeal at the time of this 
decision). The Court decided not to dismiss the petition or make the bankruptcy order. As the time 
which had passed between the hearing and the handing down of the Judgment was longer than the 
adjournment sought, the judge invited the parties to address him as to appropriate directions for the 
future conduct of the petition. 
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# Case name, reference 
and date Summary

6 Dennis v Tag Group 
Ltd and others [2017] 
EWHC 919 (Ch)

The Mumtalakat Holding Company, the Bahraini SWF, was the second Respondent. The case 
concerned the issue of submission to jurisdiction in the context of injunction proceedings. The 
Court held that permission for service out of jurisdiction is not required since Article 24 of Brussels  
I Recast rules apply regardless of domicile of the parties.

7 The Libyan Investment 
Authority v Société 
Générale SA [2017] 
EWHC 2631 (Comm)

The case concerned an action bought against Societe Generale SA and its affiliates alleging 
fraud, bribery and corruption. After a dispute arose over who had authority to act on behalf of the 
LIA, a receiver was appointed. The proceedings were then settled. The receiver requested the 
Court’s permission to access certain documents produced by the Defendants in the proceedings to 
investigate whether to apply for permission to use them in separate proceedings. On a construction 
of the receiver’s appointment order, the Court denied permission.

8 Bouhadi v Breish [2016] 
EWHC 602 (Comm)

A dispute arose between the two individuals who had allegedly been appointed as Chairman of the 
LIA by the two conflicting regimes in Libya. The High Court was therefore called upon to decide 
which Government was Libya’s legitimate Government. Shortly before trial, a letter from the UK 
Foreign & Commonwealth Office (‘FCO’) was submitted to the Court in which the FCO stated the 
position Her Majesty’s Government had not recognised as the Government of Libya neither the 
‘Tobruk government’ nor the ‘Tripoli government’, as it recognised States rather than Governments. 
The FCO also expressed its support to the establishment of a Government of National Accord. In 
light of this letter and of the changing political situation in Libya, Mr Justice Blair decided to adjourn 
the proceedings (subject to the parties’ right to reactivate them). 

9 The Libyan Investment 
Authority (incorporated 
under the laws of 
the State of Libya) 
v Goldman Sachs 
International [2016] 
EWHC 2530 (Ch)

The LIA claimed that Goldman Sachs had unduly influenced it to enter into certain financial 
transactions, that Goldman Sachs had created a protected relationship of trust and confidence, 
and that the afore-said transactions amounted to unconscionable bargains. On the facts of the 
case, the Court rejected the claims. In relation to the undue influence point, it found that Goldman 
Sachs’ offer of an internship position to the younger brother of one of the LIA’s Deputy Chair was 
motivated by the belief that he would then be tasked with managing the LIA’s new London office, 
and that it would be beneficial for the bank’s future business prospects with the Claimant for it to 
establish a good working relationship with him at an early stage. The Court then found that there 
was no protected relationship of trust and confidence between the parties, whose relationship did 
not go beyond the normal cordial and mutually beneficial banker-customer relationship. It also 
found that the subjects who made the relevant investment choices on behalf of the LIA were not as 
inexperienced as purported by the LIA. The Court also considered that the transactions were not 
unconscionable.

10 Ras Al Khaimah 
Investment Authority 
and others v Bestford 
Development Llp and 
others [2015] EWHC 
3383 (Ch)

Ras Al Khaimah 
Investment Authority 
and others v Bestfort 
Development LLP and 
others [2017] EWCA 
Civ 1014

The Claimants were in charge of investing the sovereign wealth of a UAE emirate in various 
projects in Georgia. The Claimants considered they had been defrauded by a partner they had 
relied on to make the investments and brought proceedings in Georgia and the UAE against him 
and several partnerships which he beneficially owned. Against this background, the Claimants 
applied to the English Courts for a worldwide freezing order against a number of partnerships 
related to the individual they were pursuing. The High Court denied the application on the ground 
that the Claimants had failed to show the Defendants had assets that would be caught by the 
injunction. 

The Claimants appealed and the English Court of Appeal partly reversed the underlying decision, 
granting in part the relief sought by the Claimants. The appeal revolved around the Claimants’ 
burden on proof, and, in particular, whether an applicant for a worldwide freezing order has to show 
that (i) it is likely that a defendant has assets that will be caught by the order or (ii) a good arguable 
case that a defendant has such assets or (iii) grounds for believing that a defendant has (or is likely 
to have) such assets or (iv) merely that the defendant is wealthy and must therefore have assets 
somewhere. In the Court of Appeal’s view the proper test was the existence of ‘grounds for belief’. 
The Court went on to find that it was appropriate to grant a freezing order in respect of some of the 
Defendants, although not in relation to the assets they held in Georgia (as it appeared the Georgian 
Courts had already granted some injunctive relief). This case does not involve a SWF directly as 
claimant. It involves claims by subjects in charge of managing a SWF.
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11 Libyan Investment 
Authority v Maud [2015] 
EWHC 1625 (Ch)

Libyan Investment 
Authority v Maud [2016] 
EWCA Civ 788

Maud submitted an application to set aside a statutory demand by the LIA in relation to a debt owed 
under a guarantee that became payable before the LIA became the subject of UN and EU assets 
freezing measures. The case concerned the interplay between UN and EU financial sanctions 
regimes and English insolvency law. It also considered the issue of immunity from civil claims under 
Council Regulation (EU) No 204/2011. The Court held that a guarantee was located outside Libya, 
which was caught by the sanctions. Moreover, the burden was upon the creditor (and not upon the 
debtor) to show that a licence could be obtained and that there was no impediment to payment. 
Eventually, the High Court set aside the LIA’s statutory demand on the ground that payment to the 
LIA would contravene Council Regulation (EU) No 204/2011.
The LIA appealed. The Court of Appeal allowed the appeal against the order setting aside the 
demand. It interpreted the EU legal framework in light of UNSC Res 1970 (2011) and held 
that payment of a debt by Mr Maud under a guarantee would not involve dealing with funds or 
instruments subject to the sanctions regime. Paying the debt was not dealing but simply performing 
the obligation to which it gave rise.

12 CPC Group Ltd v 
Qatari Diar Real Estate 
Investment Company 
[2010] EWHC 1535 (Ch)

The Claimant, CPC Group Ltd (‘CPC’) entered into a joint venture with the Respondent, Qatari 
Diar Real Estate Investment Company (‘QD’), a subsidiary of the QIA. The joint venture concerned 
the redevelopment of the Chelsea Barracks site in Westminster. An indirect subsidiary of CPC 
acquired the site. CPC sold its interest in the subsidiary holding shares in the afore-said indirect 
subsidiary to QD in exchange for a deferred consideration. The deferred consideration depended 
mainly on future progress being made by QD in obtaining permission to redevelop the Chelsea 
Barracks site. In this respect, QD owed CPC an obligation to use ‘all reasonable but commercially 
prudent endeavours’. The designs for the proposed redevelopment project met the opposition of 
the Prince of Wales, the Mayor of London and members of the public in the affected areas. Against 
this background, QD withdrew its planning application triggering the dispute with CPC. According to 
CPC, the withdrawal was ‘precipitated’ by certain declarations allegedly made by the Emir of Qatar 
to the Prince of Wales and this constituted a breach of the joint venture agreements. The Court 
found in favour of QD, considering that it had acted as best it could in the circumstances and was 
not in breach of its duties of utmost good faith.

13 AIG Capital Partners 
Inc v Kazakhstan [2005] 
EWHC 2239 (Comm)

The dispute concerned an ICSID Award against Kazakhstan [the Award in AIG Capital Partners, 
Inc and CJSC Tema Real Estate Company Ltd v The Republic of Kazakhstan, ICSID Case No 
ARB/01/6]. AIG attempted to enforce the Award against funds and securities of the National Fund 
of Kazakhstan that a third-party financial institution held under a ‘Global Custody Agreement’ 
on behalf of the National Bank of Kazakhstan. The National Bank of Kazakhstan managed the 
National Fund of Kazakhstan’s assets as a ‘trust manager’. This was sufficient to give the National 
Bank of Kazakhstan a ‘property’ interest in the assets within the meaning of section 14(4) of the 
State Immunity Act 1978. This rendered the third party which held the assets (as well as the 
National Fund of Kazakhstan’s assets themselves) immune from enforcement.  The High Court 
concluded that ‘property of a State’s central bank or other monetary authority’ as set out in s 14(4) 
State Immunity Act meant ‘any asset in which the central bank has some kind of ‘property’ interest 
as I have described, which asset is allocated to or held in the name of a central bank, irrespective 
of the capacity in which the central bank holds it, or the purpose for which the property is held’.

14 Sarrio SA v Kuwait 
Investment Authority 
[1997] CLC 280

Sarrio SA v Kuwait 
Investment Authority 
[1999] 1 AC 32

Appeal brought by Sarrio SA against an English High Court Judgment whereby Sarrio SA’s 
damages action against the KIA had been stayed under Article 22 of the Brussels Convention 
1968 because of the existence of a related proceeding in Spain. Sarrio SA’s claim in the English 
Courts concerned damages for alleged misrepresentations. The English Court of Appeal allowed 
SA’s appeal on the basis that the Spanish case concerned the KIA’s contractual responsibility, not 
misrepresentations. Therefore, there was no lis pendens between the Spanish and the English 
court proceedings. Notably, the Court of Appeal also ascertained that the KIA could be deemed ‘a 
body corporate’ for the purpose of the rules on service of process (O 65, r 3(1)).

Subsequently, the English House of Lords (now English Supreme Court) reversed the Court of 
Appeal’s findings on lis pendens. Nevertheless, as a result of a change in position by Sarrio SA 
during the proceedings before it, the House of Lords considered that the most appropriate course 
of action was to decline jurisdiction over Sarrio SA’s claim (instead of staying the proceedings).
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Litigation in the United States

15 Abu Dhabi Investment 
Authority v Mylan 
NV and Mylan Inc, 
Southern District of 
New York, Case No 
1:20-01342-JPO

The ADIA filed an action against the Mylan Defendants alleging securities violations relating 
to a series of false or misleading statements in filings with the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission, press releases, and other public documents.  The District Court granted the 
Defendants’ motion to dismiss claims since they were barred by the Securities Exchange Act’s 
statute of repose (meaning that the claim was time-barred). The case proceeded with respect to 
claims occurring after 14 February 2015 and is currently pending and in the discovery phase.428 
A motion to dismiss was partially granted in Mylan’s favor on 10 February 2021.The case is still 
pending, but currently stayed pending the Court’s ruling on the forthcoming motion for summary 
judgment in the Class Action by order of the Court on 23 August 2021. 

16 Janvey v Libyan 
Investment Authority, 
Northern District of 
Texas, Case  
No 3:11-CV-1177-N 

The Plaintiff receiver for Stanford International Bank brought an action against the bank’s 
principals, the LIA and  LAFICO, to recover sums paid to investors in an alleged Ponzi scheme. The 
district court dismissed the LIA from the action because it had immunity from suit under the FSIA 
but found that the case against LAFICO could proceed. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed 
that there was no jurisdiction over the LIA due to immunity under the FSIA since the SWF was 
owned solely by the Libyan government and was thus an ‘agency or instrumentality’ of a foreign 
State. The parties reached settlement in 2016 and an agreed motion to dismiss with prejudice was 
granted by the Court on 10 April 2017.

17 Atlantica Holdings Inc 
and others v Sovereign 
Wealth Fund Samruk-
Kazyna, Southern 
District of New York, 
Case No 1:12-cv-
08552-JMF, 5 August 
2020 

A group of US investors brought securities fraud action under Securities Exchange Act in New 
York Federal Court against Samruk-Kazyna JSC of Kazakhstan arising out of investments in the 
subordinated debt securities of Kazakhstani BTA Bank (in which the SWF held a 75% stake). 
The SWF filed a motion to dismiss with the District Court, which was only partially granted. The 
SWF appealed this decision to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals which determined that the 
SWF was not immune under the FSIA from litigation involving securities fraud claims over alleged 
misrepresentations where ‘losses suffered by United States investors … as a result of [fund’s] 
alleged misrepresentations about those securities’ value qualify as a “direct effect” in this country’. 
On 5 August 2020, the District Court granted summary judgment on the merits in the SWF’s and the 
Bank’s favour, thus dismissing the case.  An appeal of that dismissal is currently pending before the 
Second Circuit Court of Appeals.

18 Abu Dhabi Investment 
Authority v Petroleo 
Brasileiro SA-Petrobras 
and others, Southern 
District of New York, 
case No 1:17-cv-01821-
JSR, 23 October 2019

The ADIA filed its claim on 10 March 2017. The claim was founded on the US Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and the Securities Act of 1933. In its complaint, ADIA alleged that it had purchased 
securities issued by Petrobras; that ‘Petrobras was at the center of a massive bribery and kickback 
scheme in which it has been reported that Petrobras executives pocketed approximately $800 
million’; that, as a result, the stated financial situation of the company did not correspond to its real 
financial situation; and that, when the bribery and kickback scheme began to emerge, the prices of 
Petrobras’ securities dropped. On 23 March 2017, the Court stayed the case pending the outcome 
of a related ongoing class action (In re Petrobras Securities Litigation, No 14-cv-9662). Ultimately, 
ADIA voluntarily dismissed the case with prejudice on 30 October 2019 before any judgment  
was rendered. 
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19 Irving H Picard v Abu 
Dhabi Investment 
Authority, Southern 
District of New York, 
Case No 1:12-cv-
02616-JSR, 28 April 
2014

In bankruptcy proceedings related to the Bernie Madoff fraud, the bankruptcy trustee filed this 
adversary proceeding on 11 August 2011, seeking relief under the Securities Investor Protection 
Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78 et seq (‘SIPA’), and 11 USC §§ 550 and 551 against the Abu Dhabi Investment 
Authority. The Trustee requested recovery of USD 300 million that Bernard L Madoff Investment 
Securities LLC (‘BLMIS’) allegedly transferred to a British Virgin Islands entity Fairfield Sentry, an 
alleged ‘feeder fund’ from which the Abu Dhabi Investment Authority redeemed its shares. 

The Abu Dhabi Investment Authority argued that it was immune from suit since it was wholly owned 
by the Emirate of Abu Dhabi and that the claims fail as a matter of law. 

On 7 July 2014, the Court found that the provision of the Bankruptcy Code does not apply 
extraterritorially and cannot be used to recover purely foreign assets.  The Court referred adversary 
proceedings back to Bankruptcy Court for further proceedings consistent with this order. 

On 22 November 2016, the Bankruptcy Court dismissed all of the trustee’s claims against the Abu 
Dhabi Investment Authority based on extraterritoriality since the trustee of a domestic debtor cannot 
rely on the particular bankruptcy provision (11 USC § 550 and 551) to recover assets received by 
a foreign feeder funds and then subsequently transferred to another foreign entity, like the Abu 
Dhabi Investment Authority.  The Trustee appealed and on 1 June 2020, the Second Circuit Court 
of Appeals vacated the Bankruptcy Court dismissal because it found that the bankruptcy provision 
involved domestic and not extraterritorial application (since funds were fraudulently transferred to 
feeder funds from a U.S. bank account).  The case has been reopened and is pending  
further proceedings.

20 Norges Bank v 
Citigroup, Inc and 
others, Southern District 
of New York, Case No 
1:10-cv-07202-SHS, 31 
May 2013

Norges Bank commenced a lawsuit in New York Federal Court against Citigroup, Inc. and others 
for a purported loss of USD 835 million based on Citigroup’s misstatements and omissions as to 
the bank’s finances before the 2008 financial crisis. Norges Bank invested approximately USD 440 
billion of its oil fund with Citigroup. This case was consolidated with three other cases brought by 
other European entities. The Court dismissed New York common law claims asserted by Norges 
Bank (including for fraud, conspiracy to commit fraud, and negligent misrepresentation) and UK 
law claims for Misrepresentation Act of 1967 and common law deceit but did not dismiss certain 
securities-related federal claims.  Ultimately, the entire case was dismissed on 31 May 2013.429

21 Deutsche Bank Trust 
Company Americas 
et al v Abu Dhabi 
Investment Authority 
and others, Southern 
District of New York, 
Case No 1:11-cv-
04522-DLC, 27 
September 2013

The case was filed on 1 July 2011. It was closed on 27 September 2013, with Defendant Abu Dhabi 
Investment Authority having been dismissed from the case based on Plaintiffs’ lack of standing to 
sue in respect of certain claims. The case arises out of the failed leveraged buyout of a company 
called ‘Tribune Company’ (‘Tribune’). The Plaintiffs asserted they held claims in respect of debt 
securities issued by Tribune. It is the Plaintiffs’ case that the leveraged buyout enriched Tribune’s 
former shareholders at the expense of Tribune’s creditors, and led Tribune to go bankrupt shortly 
thereafter. The Plaintiffs pursued the action in their capacity as the holders of claims under certain 
debt securities issued by Tribune. This case was consolidated with several others into multidistrict 
litigation In Re: Tribune Company Fraudulent Conveyance Litigation, case No 1:11-md-02296-DLC. 

22 Liu v Morgan Stanley 
and others, Southern 
District of New York, 
Case No 1:12-cv-
01583-JPO, 14 
November 2012

Plaintiff Gang Liu filed an action on 5 March 2012 against Defendants Morgan Stanley and SWF 
China Investment Corporation.  Liu, a political dissident and asylee in the United States (having 
spent years in jail in China for his pro-democracy activities), worked at Morgan Stanley and alleged 
that Morgan Stanley fired him after China Investment Corp. pressured it to do so.  Liu’s complaint 
alleged that Defendants conspired to fire him based on his political affiliation in violation of 42 
U.S.C. § 1985(3) and fired him based on his political activities in violation of New York’s labor law, 
NY Lab Law § 201-d.

On 13 November 2012, the Court dismissed the case, finding that Liu did not state a claim under 
the federal statute and that the Court could not exercise supplemental jurisdiction over the New 
York statutory claim. The case was closed on 14 November 2012. 

Defendant SWF China Investment Corporation did not appear in the case.
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23 Squire v GAPCO and 
others, Southern District 
of New York, Case No 
1:07-cv-00912-AKH, 31 
July 2007

Plaintiff John Squire originally commenced this action in New York State Court for breach of 
contract.  Defendants Global Alumina International, Ltd and Guinea Aluminium Products Corp 
(‘GAPCO’) removed to federal court.  SWF Mubadala was also named as a Defendant.

Squire alleged that Defendant GAPCO asked Squire to raise funds for GAPCO’s operations 
through a private placement of GAPCO equity and agreed to pay Plaintiff 1.5% fee of the cash 
raised by investment bank, IBK Capital Corp.  However, Squire alleged that GAPCO did not 
sufficiently compensate him as required by the contract.  

On 30 July 2007, the Court found that Defendant GAPCO satisfied its payment obligations to 
Squire and dismissed claims against all Defendants, including SWF Mubadala Development 
Company.  Mubadala Development Company did not appear in the action.

24 Zappia Middle East v 
Emirates of Abu Dhabi 
and others, Southern 
District of New York, 
Case No 1:94-cv-
01942-KMW-JCF, 12 
June 2000

The Plaintiff government contractor sued the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, the ADIA and the Abu Dhabi 
Commercial Bank for an alleged expropriation of his property in violation of international law.  The 
District Court dismissed the case for lack of subject matter jurisdiction because the Plaintiff failed 
to establish facts sufficient to bring the action within the FSIA expropriation exception. The Plaintiff 
appealed but the Second Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the District Court decision.

Litigation in Italy

25 LAFICO v Public 
Prosecutor, Italian Court 
of Cassation, Criminal 
Division, Judgment No 
40093 of 11 October 
2012 (hearing of 3 
October 2012)

The case originates from an asset freeze imposed on LAFICO’s assets by the Italian Court of 
Appeal pursuant to a request for judicial assistance issued by the International Criminal Court in 
relation to criminal proceedings launched against an individual. LAFICO challenged the measure 
before the Italian Courts pursuant to Article 324 of the Italian Criminal Code. The case went all 
the way up to the Italian Cassation Court, when, LAFICO dropped the challenge (for reasons that 
are not specified in the Court Judgment). Accordingly, the Italian Cassation Court took note of the 
discontinuance of the proceedings. 

Litigation in France

26 Société Mohamed 
Abdel Moshen Al-
Kharafi et Fils v Société 
Libyan Investment 
Authority and Société 
Libyan Arab Foreign 
Investment Company, 
Paris Court of Appeal, 
18/17592,  
5 September 2019

This case concerned an Arbitral Award valued at almost USD 1 billion rendered against the Libyan 
Government, the Ministry of Economy, the General Council for Promotion of Investments and 
Privatisation and the Libyan Ministry of Finances for breach of a contract concerning a large-scale 
tourism project. The Claimant, Al-Kharafi, sought to carry out an attachment of partnership rights 
and securities at a wholly owned subsidiary of the LIA, LAFICO. The attachments were challenged 
before the Tribunal de Grande Instance of Paris, which ordered their release on the grounds that 
Libya had not made an express and special waiver of its immunity from execution. Al-Kharafi 
appealed this decision to the Paris Court of Appeal, which rendered its decision on 5 September 
2019. The Court was thus called to decide whether LIA and LAFICO qualified as the Libyan state 
entities and whether, accordingly, they were entitled to sovereign immunity from execution. If 
so, the Court also had to decide whether Libya had waived its immunity and, if not, whether the 
attached assets were excluded from the benefit of the immunity. The Paris Court of Appeal found 
in favour of Al-Kharafi, quashing the Judgment of the Tribunal de Grande Instance and thereby 
reviving the attachments. On the first question, the Court held that LAFICO and LIA were akin to 
State entities but, on the second question, the immunity from execution concerning the attached 
assets was waived because the assets fulfilled a two-fold test: (1) they were linked with the entity 
against which the action was brought; and (2) they were used for other than for non-commercial 
public service purposes. The case is now being heard on cassation after Egyptian Courts have set 
aside the original Arbitral Award.
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Litigation in Belgium

27 Stati v Kazakhstan, 
Cases Nos 2018/
AR/1209 and 2018/
AR/1214, Judgment of 
the Brussels Court of 
Appeal, 29 June 2021

This case concerns two appeals brought against a 25 May 2018 Judgment of the Brussels’ 
First Instance Court. The Judgment concerns a third-party challenge brought by the Republic of 
Kazakhstan against an 11 October 2017 Order. The Order concerned the attachment of assets 
held by the Bank of New York Mellon NV that formed part of the National Fund of Kazakhstan (and 
were managed by the National Bank of Kazakhstan). Kazakhstan sought the revocation of the 
Order. The First Instance Court confirmed the Order. In the Appeal Decision, the Court inter alia 
confirmed the underlying Court’s finding that the assets of the National Fund of Kazakhstan were to 
be regarded as belonging to Kazakhstan.

Litigation in Germany

28 Norges Bank 
Investment 
Management v 
Volkswagen Group, 
Braunschweig District 
Court, case number 
unknown

In a June 2016 press release, NBIM (the entity that manages Norway's GPFG) stated it had filed a 
complaint against the Volkswagen Group.430 Reportedly, the complaint is part of a joint legal action 
commenced by Volkswagen's institutional investors that sustained financial losses as a result of 
the Volkswagen Group's emissions scandal.431 According to news reports, Norges Bank Investment 
Management sought damages of EUR 680m.432 It is not known how the case unfolded.

Litigation in Switzerland

29 Kuwait v Sarrio SA, 
Swiss Federal Tribunal, 
24 January 1994, 
B5/1994

This case arises out of freezing Order obtained by Sarrio SA against the assets of the KIA in 
Switzerland. The State of Kuwait challenged the Order before the Swiss Federal Tribunal on 
various procedural grounds. The Swiss Federal Tribunal set aside the Order inter alia as it 
constituted manifest abuse of right (as Sarrio SA had obtained other freezing orders against the KIA 
in respect of the same claim). Interestingly, the Swiss Federal Tribunal did not take issue with the 
State of Kuwait’s standing to challenge the freezing Order (which concerned the assets of the KIA).

Litigation in South Africa

30 Pembani Group 
Proprietary v Shanduka 
Group Proprietary 
Limited (LM041Jun15) 
[2015] ZACT 126, 18 
September 2015

The Competition Tribunal approved the merger between the two companies. The UBO of Pembani 
was acquiring a number of firms in the transaction, including Jadeite (Pty) Ltd, which is a subsidiary 
of the Chinese Investment Corporation, a SWF of the People’s Republic of China. 

Litigation in China

31 China-Africa 
Development Fund v 
Wang Wei, Execution 
Judgment of the 
People’s Court of 
Xicheng District, 
Beijing, 4 December 
2020

CADF had brought proceedings against the Defendants, Wang Wei, Liu Qian and An Yuanyuan 
over a dispute regarding a guarantee contract. The dispute was resolved via mediation and a 
document recording the settlement was issued by the Beijing People’s Court. CADF subsequently 
brought execution proceedings against the Defendants on the basis of this document for 
enforcement CADF applied to the Court to enforce an order issued by the Court in the amount 
of RMB 26,132,824, plus interest and other payments. In the execution proceedings, the Court 
froze RMB 84935.81 in the Defendant’s bank account and ordered that this amount be paid to 
the plaintiff. It was also found that apart from these monies, no other property was available for 
execution and as such, the Court decided that the execution proceedings be terminated.

32 China-Africa 
Development Fund Co, 
Ltd v Xinxiang Kuroda 
Mingliang Tannery Co, 
Ltd, Execution Judgment 
of the People’s Court of 
Haidian District, Beijing, 
27 April 2020

CADF filed execution proceedings against Xinxiang Kuroda Mingliang Tannery Co Ltd and Beijing 
Yuhui Xinye Trading Co Ltd. A search was conducted through the Court property investigation 
system but it was found that no property was available for execution and as such, the Court 
decided that the execution proceedings be terminated.
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33 China-Africa 
Development Fund 
Co, Ltd v Wang Wei, 
Execution Judgment 
of the People’s Court 
of Xicheng District, 
Beijing, 9 April 2020

CADF had brought proceedings against the Defendants, Wang Wei, Liu Qian and An Yuanyuan 
over a dispute regarding a guarantee contract. The dispute was resolved via mediation and a 
document recording the settlement was issued by the Beijing People’s Court. CADF subsequently 
brought execution proceedings against the Defendants on the basis of this document. A search 
was conducted through the Court property investigation system but it was found that no property 
was available for execution and as such, the Court decided that the execution proceedings be 
terminated.

34 China-Africa 
Development Fund 
Co, Ltd v Wang Wei, 
Execution Judgment 
of the People’s Court 
of Xicheng District, 
Beijing, 7 January 2020

CADF had brought proceedings against the Defendants, Wang Wei, Liu Qian and An Yuanyuan 
over a dispute regarding a guarantee contract. The dispute was resolved via mediation and a 
document recording the settlement was issued by the Beijing People’s Court. CADF subsequently 
brought execution proceedings against the Defendants on the basis of this document. The Court 
ordered that An Yuanyuan’s property on Xuanwu Road, Weiyang District, Xi’an City and Wang 
Wei’s property on Jiandong Street, Beilin District, Xi’an City be auctioned. The properties were 
bought by one Mr Hao Xiaolong for RMB 92,460 and one Ms Liu Yuqin for RMB 1.12 million 
respectively. These amounts were paid into Court.

35 Bank of 
Communications Co, 
Ltd Beijing Jianguo 
Road Sub-branch 
v China-Africa 
Development Fund, 
Civil Judgment of 
the Second Instance 
of the Beijing Third 
Intermediate People’s 
Court, 11 September 
2019

Civil proceedings were brought by CADF against the Bank of Communications to recover money 
which was misappropriated from its bank account. Previously, it had been determined in criminal 
proceedings that the corporate account manager at the bank had been misappropriating monies 
from CADF’s account. The lower Court ordered that the bank pay the monies missing in CADF’s 
bank account plus interest. The bank appealed the lower Court’s decision on grounds that CADF 
was also to blame for the loss it had suffered. However, the Court rejected the bank’s arguments on 
appeal and upheld the decision of the lower Court.

36 Yuan Ning v China 
Investment Corporation, 
Civil Judgment of 
the First Instance of 
the People’s Court of 
Dongcheng District, 
Beijing, 20 June 2019; 
Civil Judgment of the 
Second Instance of 
the Beijing Second 
Intermediate People’s 
Court, 1 August 2019

The Defendant had given the Plaintiff notice of a change in his job description, ie. from 
administrative secretary to a document management post. The Plaintiff applied to the Court 
for a declaration that this notice was ineffective and that he continues to hold the position of 
administrative secretary. The Court disagreed with the plaintiff and dismissed his claims. The 
plaintiff appealed the decision. However, in the course of the appeal, Yuan Ning voluntarily applied 
for withdrawal of the appeal, which was granted.

37 China-Africa Xiangyun 
Investment Co, 
Ltd v Tong Taixing 
Development (Hong 
Kong) Co, Ltd, Execution 
Judgment of the 
Intermediate People’s 
Court of Tai’an City, 
Shandong Province, 29 
July 2019

China-Africa Xiangyun Investment Co Ltd, China-Africa Manufacturing Investment Co Ltd and 
CADF filed execution proceedings against Tong Taixing Development (Hong Kong) Co Ltd, 
Shandong Shankou Steel Pipe Group Co Ltd, Taian Kono Steel Co Ltd and Qian Zhanxu pursuant 
to a CIETAC Award granted in their favour. In these court proceedings, the Court determined that 
no property could be found that would be available for execution and so ordered that the execution 
proceedings be terminated.

38 China-Africa Development 
Fund Co, Ltd v Jiangsu 
Qiyuan Group Co, Ltd, 
Civil Judgment of the 
Intermediate People’s Court 
of Suzhou City, Jiangsu 
Province, 28 May 2018

CADF had commenced CIETAC arbitration against the Defendants and applied to CIETAC for the 
assets of the Defendants to be preserved. The property preservation application was forwarded by 
CIETAC to the Court for consideration. The Court granted CADF’s application and ordered that the 
bank accounts of the Defendants or other properties of corresponding value be frozen.
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39 China-Africa 
Development Fund 
v Xinxiang Kuroda 
Mingliang Tannery Co, 
Ltd, Civil Judgment of 
the First Instance of the 
Beijing Higher People’s 
Court, 29 December 
2017

CADF and Xinxiang Kuroda Mingliang Tannery Co Ltd (‘XKMT’) signed an investment agreement 
which agreed to jointly fund the establishment and operation of China-Africa Leather Industry Co 
Ltd in Ethiopia. Under the agreement, XKMT guaranteed that CADF would receive a fixed return 
equal to 20% of CADF’s actual contribution to the company each year, for three years, and that if 
the fixed return earned amounts to less than this figure, XKMT would make up the return due with 
its own funds. In 2011, CADF received less than was due under the agreement and XKMT failed to 
make full payment. CADF started court proceedings. XKMT argued that the agreement was invalid. 
However, the Court upheld the validity of the agreement and ruled that XKMT was in breach of 
contract and should pay a fixed return compensation.

40 China-Africa 
Development Fund 
Co, Ltd v Jinan Yuxiao 
Group Co, Ltd, Decision 
on Setting Aside of 
Arbitration Award, Beijing 
Fourth Intermediate 
People’s Court, 13 
September 2017

CADF applied to the Court to set aside a CIETAC Arbitral Award made in favour of Jinan Yuxiao 
on 24 February 2017 against CADF and China Hydropower. Under the arbitration Award, CADF 
and China Hydropower were to pay compensation of RMB 11 million. In the court proceedings, 
CADF alleged that (i) the dispute fell outside the scope of the arbitration agreement, (ii) the dispute 
concerned matters that were non-arbitrable and (iii) that there were serious procedural irregularities 
vis-à-vis the reappointment of the presiding arbitrator in the arbitration and the time within which  
the Award was made. The Court disagreed with all of CADF’s arguments and declined to set aside 
the Award.

41 China-Africa 
Development Fund 
Co, Ltd v Wang Wei, 
Review Judgment of 
the People’s Court 
of Xicheng District, 
Beijing, 6 June 2016

As a result of underlying court proceedings regarding a dispute over a guarantee contract, CADF 
filed a pre-litigation property preservation application with the Chinese Court, requesting the seizure 
and freezing of the property of the Respondents, Wang Wei, An Yuanyuan and Liu Qian in the 
amount of RMB 31,585,389. The Court granted CADF’s application and ordered the seizure and 
freezing of the requested amount.

42 Temasek Holdings v 
Trademark Review and 
Adjudication Board of 
the State Administration 
for Industry and 
Commerce of the 
People’s Republic of 
China, Administrative 
Judgment of the First 
Instance of the Beijing 
No 1 Intermediate 
People’s Court, 30 April 
2014;  Administrative 
Judgment of the First 
Instance of the Beijing 
No 1 Intermediate 
People’s Court, 30 April 
2014; Administrative 
Judgment of the First 
Instance of the Beijing 
No 1 Intermediate 
People’s Court, 30 April 
2014; Appeal Decision 
of the Beijing Higher 
People’s Court, 11 May 
2015; Appeal Decision 
of the Beijing Higher 
People’s Court, 19 
January 2015

Temasek had applied to the Trademark Review and Adjudication Board for registration of 
trademarks. However, this application was refused. Temasek applied to the Court for the board’s 
decision to be overturned. The Court upheld the decision of the board, thereby rejecting the 
registration of the trademark.
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Commercial arbitrations

43 Newcastle United FC 
Limited v Football 
Association Premier 
League Limited, 
arbitration under the 
arbitration provisions 
of the Premier League 
Limited Rules, case 
number unknown

Newcastle United 
Football Co Ltd v 
Football Association 
Premier League Ltd 
[2021] EWHC 349 
(Comm)

The existence of this case (which is not public) is revealed by a related English High Court 
Judgment. It is an arbitration between Newcastle United FC Limited (‘NUFC’) and Football 
Association Premier League Limited (‘PLL’). The arbitration relates to the current owners of the 
shares in NUFC’s decision to sell their shares to PZ Newco Limited, a company ultimately owned 
by Saudi Arabia’s PIF. According to PLL, PIF was controlled by the Government of the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia (‘KSA’) (a point disputed by NUFC). As a result, also in PLL’s view, upon PZ Newco 
Limited’s acquisition of NUFC, KSA would become a ‘director’ of NUFC as defined in PLL’s Rules, 
which entailed certain consequences under the Rules. PLL issued a decision to that extent and 
NUFC challenged the decision in arbitration. An Arbitral Tribunal was constituted. It is not known 
how the arbitral proceedings unfolded.

The related English High Court Judgment stems from an application by NUFC under s 24(1)(a) of 
the English Arbitration Act for the removal of one of the arbitrators appointed in the case. NUFC 
also requested that the application be heard in public. The reason for the s 24(1)(a) application is 
that the arbitrator in question had rendered an opinion to PSA on a related Rule of the PSA Rules, 
other than that in dispute in the arbitration. The High Court found that this did not give rise to any 
appearance of bias so as to warrant the removal of the arbitrator.

44 International Petroleum 
Investment Company 
and Aabar Investments 
v 1MDB (case details 
unknown)

Minister of Finance v 
IPIC [2019] EWCA Civ 
2080

The International Petroleum Investment Company (‘IPIC’) and its subsidiary Aabar Investments 
launched a London Court of International Arbitration claim against 1MDB, a Malaysian SWF. The 
dispute arose out of a deal wherein IPIC agreed to guarantee two sets of bonds worth USD 3.5 
billion that 1MDB issued to finance the purchase of power plants. After 1MDB struggled to honour 
its debts, the parties signed a bailout agreement, in which IPIC agreed to provide 1MDB with an 
immediate USD 1 billion cash loan and temporarily assume its obligations to pay interest on the 
bonds. In April 2016, 1MDB had repeatedly defaulted on interest payments under the bonds and 
IPIC commenced the arbitration proceedings against 1MBD in June 2016. The parties concluded 
a settlement agreement. However, 1MDB issued English court proceedings in November 2018 to 
set aside the Consent Award of the LCIA Tribunal on the grounds that it was procured by fraud on 
the part of the then Malaysian Prime Minister and former senior officers. In the meantime, IPIC 
sought to commence a second arbitration case in November 2018 and obtained a stay of the 
Respondents’ English court proceedings. Upon appeal, the English Court removed the stay and 
granted an injunction to restrain the pursuit of the second arbitration proceedings.

45 Djibouti v DCT; DP 
World v Djibouti, DP 
World v PDSA, LCIA, 
case numbers unknown

Reportedly,433 three related arbitrations were brought before LCIA Tribunals in relation to a dispute 
between DP World and the State of Djibouti relating to the operation of a port container terminal. 
The first arbitration was lodged by Djibouti against Doraleh Container Terminal SA (DCT). Djibouti 
requested the Arbitral Tribunal to rescind the port concession agreement on grounds of corruption. 
The Tribunal, though, upheld the agreement in a 2017 Award. It appears that a second Award 
on counter-claims was rendered in the same case in 2019. Djibouti proceeded to rescind the 
port concession agreement by decree. This triggered the second LCIA arbitration, filed by DP 
World against Djibouti in early 2018. The Sole Arbitrator is reported to have ruled (presumably in 
an Interim or Partial Award) that Djibouti should restore DP World’s rights under the concession 
agreement, or pay damages. It is not known how the case unfolded thereafter. The third arbitration 
was initiated by DP World against Port de Djibouti SA under the joint-venture agreement between 
the parties for the operation of the port container terminal. DP World had previously obtained an 
injunction from the English Courts enjoining Port de Djibouti SA from terminating the joint-venture 
agreement. In a recent confidential Partial Award (issued on 7 July 2021), the sole arbitrator is 
reported to have found inter alia that Port de Djibouti SA had breached the joint-venture agreement 
by attempting to terminate it.
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46 Abu Dhabi Investment 
Authority v Citigroup [II], 
ICDR Case No 50 2013 
000782, Decision on 
Preliminary Objections, 
2 October 2015 
and Final Award, 12 
December 2016

Following dismissal of its first claim, ADIA initiated this second arbitration against Citigroup before a 
different Tribunal, alleging that Citigroup had breached their investment agreement and an implied 
covenant of good faith. In this respect, ADIA complained inter alia that they failed to manage its 
business in a ‘commercially reasonable manner’. In its 2015 Decision, the Tribunal dismissed 
the Respondents’ res judicata and abuse of process objections, relating to the prior arbitration 
brought by the Claimant. Thereafter, in its 2016 Final Award, the Tribunal dismissed the claims 
on the merits, finding that the agreement did not require Citigroup to operate its business so as 
to maximise ADIA’s return, and rejecting allegations that Citigroup’s acts had been commercially 
unreasonable.

47 Mohamed 
Abdulmohsen  
Al-Kharafi & Sons Co 
v the Government of 
the State of Libya and 
others, CRCICA, Final 
Arbitral Award, 22 
March 2013

Paris Court of Appeal, 
Judgment, 28 October 
2014

The case was brought by Al-Kharafi within the framework of the Unified Agreement for Investment 
of Arab Capital in the Arab States and the rules of the Cairo Regional Center for International 
Commercial Arbitration. The original Respondents were the Government of the State of Libya, the 
Ministry of Economy of Libya, the General Authority for Investment Promotion and Privatization 
Matters. The dispute arose out of a contract for the lease and development of a parcel of land in 
Libya entered into between Kharafi, a Kuwaiti company, and the Libyan Tourism Development 
Authority. At the origins of the dispute were certain alleged interferences with Kharafi’s operations 
to implement the project on the designated site, including, most notably, the failure to deliver 
the land free of occupancies and persons as well as attacks carried out by police forces against 
Kharafi’s workers. Ultimately, the Tourism Development Authority requested that Kharafi stop the 
works and remove their equipment from the site until the matter was permanently resolved, thereby 
triggering the arbitration claim. The Claimant asserted claims for breaches of contract, breaches 
of statutory provisions and breaches of provisions of the Unified Agreement. In the course of the 
proceedings the Tribunal granted a request of the Claimant to join the Libyan Ministry of Finance. 
Conversely, it denied a request for joinder of the LIA. The Claimant requested the joinder of the 
LIA so as to be able to enforce the ensuing Arbitral Award against it, and submitted that the LIA 
was part of Libya’s governmental entities and bodies and was funded by the State’s budget. The 
LIA countered inter alia that it had separate legal personality and was not a party to the arbitration 
agreement. The Tribunal considered, instead, that the LIA was ‘in no way related’ to the arbitral 
proceedings. However, it went on to find that ‘… the Libyan Investment Authority, regardless of the 
location of its investments, whether inside or outside Libya, remains an integral part of the State of 
Libya to which applies the arbitral award as well as to all its entities and bodies, even though they 
were not joined to the present arbitration case’. On the merits, the arbitral Tribunal found in favour 
of the Claimant awarding approximately USD 930 million in damages. 

After the Award, follow-up enforcement proceedings were brought in the French Courts. Al-Kharafi 
obtained an order of exequatur of the Award in France. Both the LIA and the other Respondents 
in the arbitration challenged the exequatur before the French Courts by way of two separate 
applications (heard by the Paris Court of Appeal in a single Judgment). What is most relevant here 
is the challenge filed by the LIA. The LIA challenged the exequatur on the basis that the Tribunal 
that rendered the underlying Award had been improperly constituted and that it had found ultra 
petita on the status of the LIA within the Libyan state (in the afore-cited passage). In relation to the 
first point, the Paris Court of appeal found that the LIA had waived such a ground for challenging 
the enforcement of the Award as it had not raised it before the Arbitral Tribunal when it made 
submissions concerning the Claimant’s request for joinder. In relation to the ultra petita point, the 
Paris Court of Appeal considered that the Arbitral Tribunal’s finding complained of by the LIA were 
essentially obiter dicta, so there was no ultra petita. The Paris Court of Appeal also dismissed the 
exequatur challenge filed by the other Respondents in the underlying arbitration.
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48 Abu Dhabi Investment 
Authority v Citigroup [I], 
ICDR Case No 50-148-
T-00650-09, Award and 
Statement of Reasons, 
14 October 2011

This case was filed by ADIA and submitted to arbitration before an ICDR Tribunal. ADIA sought (i) 
rescission of its investment that it was allegedly induced to make in Citigroup based on fraudulent 
misrepresentations; or (ii) an award of damages caused by Citigroup’s misconduct. ADIA claimed 
that Citigroup had issued preferred shares to other investors thereby diluting the value of the 
shares ADIA had purchased. The Tribunal dismissed ADIA’s claims. The Tribunal considered the 
Claimant had failed to meet its burden of proof and that, even if the claims had not been time-
barred, Citigroup was not in breach of the terms of the investment agreement. 

49 Hyundai Heavy 
Industries Co v 
International Petroleum 
Investment Company, 
ICC, case number 
unknown

Hyundai Heavy 
Industries Co Ltd, 
and 11 others v 
International Petroleum 
Investment Company 
International, Hanocal 
Holdings, Seoul 
Central District Court, 
2009Gahap136849, 9 
July 2010

Reportedly, 434 the dispute arose out of a shareholders’ agreement for the ownership of Hyundai 
Oilbank, entered into between Hyundai Heavy Industries, a Korean company, and the IPIC 
(as defined above). The agreement provided that in the event a material breach occurred, the 
defaulting party would sell its shares to the other party at a fair price. Hyundai Heavy alleged that 
the target company’s distribution of dividends to an amount that was less than 50% of the amount 
envisaged in the contract constituted a material breach and entailed it to acquire IPIC’s shares of 
Hyundai Oilbank. On this basis it filed for ICC arbitration. In the arbitration, IPIC submitted that the 
dividend distribution provision was in breach of Korean law. It appears that the Arbitral Tribunal 
upheld the agreement (and rejected IPIC’s defence) as it ruled in favour of Hyundai. IPIC resisted 
enforcement before the Korean Courts, alleging inter alia that the Award was in violation of public 
policy as it contravened the provisions of Korean law it invoked in the arbitration to challenge the 
validity of the agreement with Hyundai Heavy. The Seoul District Court refused IPIC’s challenge. It 
found that the agreement did not violate Korean law. The Court also noted that, in any event, the 
application of law which contravenes Korean law, would not, in itself constitute grounds to set aside 
a foreign arbitral award under the public policy exception.

State-to-State arbitration

50 Railway Land 
Arbitration (Malaysia/
Singapore), PCA Case 
No 2012-01, Award, 30 
October 2014

The case concerned the interpretation of an agreement between the Government of Malaysia and 
the Government of Singapore called ‘Points of Agreement on Malayan Railway Land in Singapore’ 
(‘POA’). Under the POA Malaysia agreed to return to Singapore lands that it held in Singapore 
(the ‘railway lands’) in exchange for options. One of these options entailed that, upon Malaysia’s 
exercise of the option, three parcels of the railway lands would be vested in a company to be jointly 
owned by the Parties to be called M-S Pte Ltd (‘M-S’) for the purpose of commercial development. 
Ultimately, Malaysia did not exercise this option. It exercised another option according to which 
the joint company would receive for development some parcels of land reclaimed from the sea by 
Singapore. M-S was incorporated under the laws of Singapore. 60% of its shares were acquired 
by Malaysia through a wholly-owned State company called Khazanah Nasional Berhad and the 
remaining 40% by Singapore through Temasek Holdings (Private) Limited (Singapore’s SWF). 
The dispute revolved around whether, as a matter of interpretation of the POA, had Malaysia 
exercised the option for the railway lands and had it proceeded to develop those lands, M-S would 
have had to bear a particular tax / charge provided by the law of Singapore called ‘development 
charge’ (‘DC’). The dispute was submitted to arbitration under the Rules of the Permanent Court of 
Arbitration under a submission agreement. On the interpretation of the POA, the Tribunal found that 
DC would not have been due. The arbitration centred on the provisions of the POA. There was no 
dispute or substantive discussion regarding the position of Temasek. However, the role assumed 
by Temasek in the case is of some relevance. Temasek acted as an instrument of the Government 
of Singapore, which used it to enter into a joint venture with the Government of Malaysia under the 
framework of the POA. 
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ANALYSIS OF CASE LAW INVOLVING SWFs 

# Case name, reference 
and date Summary

Investment treaty arbitration

51 Öztaş Construction, 
Construction 
Materials Trading Inc 
v Libyan Investment 
Development Company 
and Libya, ICC 
Arbitration No 21603/
ZF/AYZ, Award, 14 
June 2018

The Claimant had a contract with the Libyan Development Investment Company (‘LIDCO’). In 
the aftermath of the Libyan revolution of 2011, LIDCO terminated the contract. It promised to pay 
compensation but then failed to do so. The Claimant commenced proceedings against LIDCO 
and Libya under the Turkey-Libya BIT and the ICC Rules seeking compensation. In particular, 
the Claimant challenged two categories of acts: acts carried out by Libya through LIDCO (which, 
according to the Claimant, were attributable to Libya) and acts carried out by Libya directly. On 
jurisdiction, the Tribunal quickly declined jurisdiction over LIDCO (as the BIT dispute resolution 
provisions only applied to dispute between an investor and the State), whilst it affirmed jurisdiction 
over Libya. The Tribunal went on to examine the merits of the Claimant’s claims. Relevant here 
are the Tribunal’s findings on Libya’s alleged responsibility for LIDCO’s acts. The Claimant in this 
respect submitted inter alia that LIDCO was owned by Libya’s Economic and Social Development 
Fund, which in turn was owned by the LIA. The Claimant further submitted that LIA ‘… was 
established by the General People’s Committee in order to control assets of the State of Libya and 
whose Board of Trustees includes the Prime Minister and other government ministers’. The Arbitral 
Tribunal sidestepped the question of attribution of LIDCO’s acts (which would have involved, to 
some extent, deciding on the attribution of LIA’s acts). It found that, in any event, LIDCO’s acts 
were contractual breaches which did not amount to breaches of the BIT.

52 Ras al-Khaimah 
Investment Authority v 
India, UNCITRAL / PCA 
(pending)

The case (which is still pending) reportedly concerns BIT claims arising out of the cancellation of 
a 2007 Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the Indian State of Andhra 
Pradesh and the Claimant.435 The Memorandum concerned a smelter and refinery project to be 
developed by the Claimant through a locally-incorporated company in collaboration with the State 
Government (which had agreed to supply bauxite to the Claimant’s company through an SOE 
owned by the State Government).

53 State General Reserve 
Fund of the Sultanate 
of Oman v Republic of 
Bulgaria, ICSID Case 
No ARB/15/43, Award 
(excerpts), 13 August 
2019

BIT claim brought by Oman’s State General Reserve Fund against Bulgaria. Reportedly, the 
claim concerned the SWF’s shareholding in a Bulgarian bank called Corporate Commercial Bank 
which collapsed in 2014.436 According to the available excerpts of the 13 August 2019 Award, the 
SWF withdrew its main claims with prejudice. As a result, the Tribunal issued an Award formally 
dismissing the Claimant’s claims. Interestingly, before doing so, the Tribunal found that it had 
jurisdiction over the dispute (although it did not specify on what bases). 

54 Masdar Solar v Spain, 
ICSID Case No 
ARB/14/1, Award, 16 
May 2018 

The Claimant in this case was a Dutch company owned and controlled by ADFEC, a company 
that was wholly controlled by Mubadala, which was in turn owned by the government of Abu 
Dhabi. Spain objected to the jurisdiction of the ICSID Arbitral Tribunal and relied on Articles 5 and 
8 ARSIWA and the links between the Claimant and the government of Abu Dhabi to argue that 
the dispute was essentially one between two States. The Tribunal applied the reasoning adopted 
in CSOB v Slovakia and found that the Claimant could be disqualified as it was not ‘acting as an 
agent for the government or is discharging an essentially government function’. Furthermore, the 
Respondent did not establish that the Claimant exercised any public function prerogative or that 
the government of Abu Dhabi exercised general control over the Claimant and a control on its 
investment decisions.
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ANALYSIS OF CASE LAW INVOLVING SWFs 

# Case name, reference 
and date Summary

55 Anatolie Stati, Gabriel 
Stati, Ascom Group 
SA and Terra Raf 
Trans Traiding Ltd v 
Kazakhstan, SCC Case 
No V 116/2010, Award, 
19 December 2013

The arbitration, conducted under the Energy Charter Treaty (‘ECT’) and the Arbitration Rules of the 
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (‘SCC’), concerned claims relating to an oil and gas investment 
of the Claimants in Kazakhstan, which entailed the construction of an LPG plant. The Claimants 
alleged that Kazakhstan started an intimidation and harassment campaign in an effort to force 
them to sell their investment to Kazakhstan’s State-owned oil company at a low price, and that, 
ultimately, Kazakhstan cancelled the oil and gas exploration contracts held by Claimants’ local 
companies and seized their assets. The Claimants claimed breaches of the ECT ‘fair and equitable’ 
standard, direct and indirect expropriation as well as breaches of the ‘most constant protection and 
security’ standard, the prohibition against unreasonable and discriminatory measures and the ECT 
‘umbrella’ clause. The Tribunal sided with the Claimants, finding Kazakhstan liable of breaching the 
FET standard and awarding the Claimants around USD 500 million in damages. It the Tribunal’s 
view the Claimants had been victims of a pattern of harassment by various Kazakh institutions. The 
dispute involved (albeit to a limited extent) also Kazakhstan’s SWF Samruk-Kazyna. As part of the 
difficulties allegedly faced by the Claimants, there was the failure of Kemikal (the largest non-local 
customer of one of the Claimants’ companies) to post some bank guarantees and pay its dues. 
Kazakhstan submitted that the acts of Kemikal could not be attributed to Kazakhstan. The Arbitral 
Tribunal considered otherwise. It observed that ‘Kemikal was managed by Samruk-Kazyna, which 
is the Kazakh state welfare fund and is 100% owned and controlled by Kazakhstan’ and that the 
former deputy manager of Samruk-Kazyna had close family ties with Kazakhstan’s President. 

A number of follow-up proceedings before national courts arose from this case in relation to the 
enforcement of the Award.437 
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